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1, IHEBODUOIIOH 
At the close of 195^ there were an estimated 3900 iis^ounded ponds 
on farms in the state of Iowa that had been stocked with fish within 
recent years (Hoorman, 193^)* t^ost of these ponds are located in the 
southern half of the state where natural lakes are -very few and where 
tight subsoils permit pond construction. Most farm ponds in the state 
are constructed primarily to be sources of water for livestock, and 
are only secondarily used for the production of fish and other 
purposes* 
Interest in the use of farm ponds for the production of fish for 
recreation and table use was greatly revived in the late 1930's and 
early 19^'s following experimental work done by H, S« Swingle and 
S. 7* Smithf both of Alabama Folytedmic Institute* Xhese two men 
were largely responsible for several notable advances in management 
methods for fish ponds, e. g.i 
1. Ihe use of complete inorganic fertilizers rather than organic 
ones for the improvement of ponds for fish* 
2* She stocking of a simple combination of one carnivorous fish-~> 
the largemouth bass, and one forage fish--the bluegill* 
3* Ihe stocking of fingerling size fish of both species at ratios 
and rates proven to produce high quantities of harvestable size 
fish and based on known rates of growth. 
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As Swingle and Smith published the results of their eaqaeriments, 
interest grew, and states throughout the ziatlon began to use and advocate 
the recoomendations released by j^baioa for stocking and managing 
farm fish ponds* 
In states far removed from j&labama fish managers soon began to 
realize that the methods most satisfactory for Alabama were not 
necessarily as satisfactory everywhere else, particularly in the 
northern states, I^shery workers in most such states are now working 
to determine the management techniqties best suited to their own situa­
tion* 
She present investigation was instigated to detezmine the state of 
success of farm fish ponds in a limited area, and to look for factors 
in their past history that might have caused or contributed to any 
lack of success* A total of sixty such ponds in Marion County, Iowa, 
was; covered in the field work that was carried on at irregular periods 
during the summers of 19^9» 1950 1951» 
Data for each pozid covering its past histozy and fish populations 
are included in the Appendix* Each pond has been numbered for conven­
ience, and that number is used in all references in the text to that 
particular pond. 
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11. DESCEIPTIOSr OF THE STOUr JffiM 
A. Location 
All of the farm fish ponds included in this study are located 
in Marion County, lova, in the south-central part of the state, fo 
avoid bias possible in selecting ponds for certain qualities, the 
effort was made to investigate every pond known to have heen stocked 
with bass and bluegills, with or without other species, within a 
delimited area. The area chosen was that part of the county vest of 
the city of Eaoxville and south of the Des Moines Hiver, excepting Swan 
township in the northwest corner of the county. The area totals 
approximately 296 square miles. With some exceptions all ponds in­
vestigated are located within this area. 
B. Soils 
The following description of the topogrs^hy and soils for the 
land included in the study area is based on Simonson and Benton (I9U1). 
The general topography consists of rolling or sharply rolling lands 
with occasional flats or divides. The soil par^t materials are 
largely loess and glacial till with the loess of later origin. The 
loess covers most of the upland while the glacial till is eaqposed on 
the steeper slopes. Both of them have been generally leached of 
calcium carl>0J3ate and are acid in reaction except on the steeper slopes, 
where leaching has not been severe. An inspection of the soils maps 
included in the work cited reveals that most of the study ponds appear 
to "be located on silt loam soils in the O^ama and Mascatine series of 
loess origin and the Shelby series of glacial till origin. Where 
erodedf these soils may «iq>ose silty clay loam or clay loam sub-soils. 
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III. MEffiOD OF KlOCEDDHl 
A. Field Methods 
A large majority of the farm fish ponds in Marion County have been 
stocked vdth fish obtained from the Pish and Wildlife Service, United 
States Department of Interior, and ordered and delivered through the 
office of the local Soil Conservation District. Since most of the 
ponds were also built with the technical assistance of the Soil Con­
servation District, the agency was able to furnish rather complete 
information on the location, size, time and rate of stocking and, to 
some extent, information on the past history of success or failure of 
some of the ponds. For some ponds this information was supplied by 
the farmer or by previous research workers. Where infonaation on in­
spection results or fish populations came from sources outside this 
investigation the sotirce has been acknowledged by a footnote on the 
data sheet for that pond in the Appendix. 
The first inspection of a pond was of a preliminary nature, during 
iidiich some of the general observations were made and the shallow waters 
of the pond were seined with a 15 to 2o foot "common sense" minnow 
seine. Shis type of seining gave f^rly good seniles of young of the 
year fish of the various species and of yearling bluegills, and on 
occasion, samples of adult bass, bluegills and bullheads. If the 
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preliminary Inspection gave indications of fish populations suitsible 
for the gathering of farther data, then the pond was usually seined 
with a 60-foot seine of 3/^ inch mesh. She large seine could he worked 
effectively except in ponds where ecrcessive amounts of filamentous 
algae "roped" the net (Pond 5)» or where emergent vegetation prevented 
landing the seine at the shore line (Pond U4}. Fish samples were 
also obtained with wire traps and by rotenone treatm«it of ponds in 
connection with population estimates or pond renovation. 
Eotenone treatment of ponds involved ajxplying derris root, con­
taining 5^ rotenone, at the rate of 1.3b pounds per acre foot of water 
(Srumholz, 19^) * The derris powder was first mixed with a small 
amount of water to form a thin slTirry, and this slurry then dispensed 
Iby broadcasting from a moving boat propelled by an outboard motor, 
fhe agitation and di^lacement of water in the wake of the outboard 
motor aided in mixing the chemical and the pond waters. Pish affected 
by the rotenone were collected by immediate seining, by dip netting, 
and by shoreline pick-up. 
As the fish were collected, each was measured in inches of total 
length, and weighed in grams. If the fish were a bass, bluegill or 
crappie, a series of scales was taken from the left side of the body 
dorsal to the lateral line and even with the anterior end of the 
dorsal fin* Ibcceptions were that large bass were weired in povuxds 
on a larger balance and, in cases where a fish was being fin clipped 
on the right side for population estimates, the scales for aging were 
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also taken from that side, fish were marked for populatloa estimates 
by clipping the left pectoral fin close to the "body of scaled fishes 
and the left pelvic fin of hiillheads. Vhere a second population 
estimate was made at a later date the fin on the right side was 
clipped to avoid confusion l>ettfeen marks made on the different dates. 
Populations were estimated by the well known Petersen marking 
and recovery techniq.ue in which a ntunber of fish are captured, marked 
l}y fin clipping or other means, and returned to the water. After an 
interval of time fish are again collected and the numbers of marked 
and unmarked fish recorded. (The total ntunbers of fish in the "body of 
water can then "be estimated "by direct proportion on the basis that 
ratios of marked to unmarked fish should "be the same in the population 
and In the 8u]}sequent collection* iOhe validity of this method defends 
on the following assun^tions: 
1. 0!he marked and usmarkad fish have the same natural mortality. 
2, (There is no loss of marks, and all marks are readily recog­
nized. 
3* tChere is no significant recruitment of fish during the time 
between marking and recapture. 
4, Ihe marked and unmarked fish are equally vulnerable to capture. 
5. There is either random mixing of the marked and unmarked fish 
or random effort to capture fish for the estimate, 
for the population estimates in this study assumptions 1, 2 and 3 are 
believed valid because few marked fish were ever observed dead at any 
-g« 
of the ponds following marking, and the one to two day interval usually 
left between marking and recovery did not permit either regeneration 
of the severed fins or recruitment of young fish to the 3-5 inch 
miniBtom size adopted for the estimates. Marked and unmarked fish 
generally appeared equally vulnerable except where repeated seine 
hauls were made daring the same day to the point that fewer and fewer 
fish per haul were captured. In such cases the percentage of marked 
fish recaptured seemed high. Because the ponds were all small» one 
acre or less, it was believed that the marked and unmarked fish had 
excellent likelihood of mixing randomly in the time interval between 
marking and recovery. liTormally this was two days, but in a few in­
stances it was one day. In several ponds where a second estimate was 
made later in the summer this Interval amounted to as much as 30 days. 
It was not generally possible to sample the ponds in a random fashion, 
since there were usually only two to fotir beaches where the seine 
could be landed. 
In this study a mathematical elaboration of the Petersen method 
by Schumacher and Eschmeyer (19^3) vas used to get a more accurate 
estimate wherever a series of sample hauls was made. This formula 
is: 
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+ u)_/ 
H « I . 
S zm 
where H » the population "being estiioated 
m s number of mar^d fish in the sample 
n e number of marked fish in the pond 
tL s number of unmarked fish in the sample 
S indicates summation. 
Use of the Schumacher and Eschmeyer formula also permits calcula­
tion of the sampling variance: 
" k 
2 
where s " the sampling variance of the estimated number of fish 
k s the number of samples taken 
and standard error of the estimate: 
S.E. 
S* Laboratory Methods 
Scales collected in the field were inrepared in the laboratory for 
examination by mounting three to five scales from each fish between 
two microscope slides (Lewis and Carlander, 19^9) and read in a dry 
state» without soaking. The scale image was projected with a micro-
projector onto a translucent glass plate, and tagboard strips were 
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used to record the relative position of the focas, the various aimuli 
and anterior edge of one scale from each fish. The tagboard strips 
were fitted to a nomograph as descrilied hy Carlander and Smith (19U4) 
to determine the length of the fish at the time of formation of the 
various annuli. Growth was calculated 1)7 the Sahl-Lea formula, where 
hody and scale growth are assumed to he directly proportional, with 
zero as a base. While this formula does not permit the most accur­
ate assignmCTit of length for a given age, particularly for the first 
annolus, it is thought to he accurate enough for the present study. 
l^]rthermore the samples from the various ponds were too small and 
usually covered too narrow a size range to adequately describe the 
hody-scale relationship and make corrections for differences in the 
growth of scale and fish. 
Calculation of the length-weight relationship for each fish was 
made from the means of the lengths and wei^ts of the various size 
groups according to the formula: 
W ss c 1 
or in logarithmic form: 
Log W = Log c + n Log L 
where W « weight in hundredths of potinds 
and L s total length in inches* 
The condition factors or ponderal indices were calculated for 
each individual fish on the basis of the cube law 
W « 0 
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where W » weight in hondredths of pounds 
L B total length in inches. 
To wat-A the condition factor, 0, not a small fraction it was miiltiplied 
ty 1000 and the formula converted to read: 
„ W X IG3 
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17. HISTCEIOil JADTGRS OF POSSIBLE ISPHJEIICE ON 
FOHD SUCCISSS 
Exactly what constitutes a successful fish pond has been a subject 
for considerable controversy, other than that the term "success" 
refers to the ability to produce fish desired by man. Swingle (19^5) 
regards a proper balance between bass and bluegills as the most import­
ant factor in the pro(3action of good fishing in impounded water, and 
farther states that sufficient bass must be available to ke^ the blue-
gill reproduction in check, and yet that there mast not be so many 
bass present that too few bluegills will survive to produce suffi­
cient food for the bass in turn. Bennett (ISUH) characterizes Illinois 
lakes that produced substantial yields of fish as containing popula­
tions in which the predatory species were numerous, as being free of 
dominajit populations of any fish and of large populations of rough or 
forage fish, and as being subject to intensive but nonselective fish-
i ng. A successfvil fish pond is here regarded as one providing, or 
capable of providing, a crop of harvestable fish over a period of 
years. 
Por the 6o ponds included in this study, atten^)ts have been made 
to determine the influence of various factors of past and present back­
ground of e»ch pond on its success. It is not to be expected that all 
factors in the success or failure of a pond can be ascertained or that 
such factors ever operate entirely independently rather than in 
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combination with other factors. Since this study was observational 
rather than e:^erimental in nature, it was not possible to detect 
some of the relationships between factors responsible for success 
or failure of a pond and its population* 
A* Fond Size 
Size of the ponds studied varied from one-tenth acre to two 
acres. The success of ponds uMer one-half acre was ustially less than 
that of ponds between one-half and one acre (Eable 1), However, both 
Table 1. Bond Size and Success 
Over 
Fond area in acres 0.1 0.2 0*3 O.U^ 0.3 0.6 0*7 O.S I«0 1*0 
Krunber of ponds 2 T 1^  10 S S y 1 2 2 
Percentage success­
ful 0 U3 37 i40 50 67 67 100 50 50 
successful and non-successful ponds were distributed well over the 
size range of all ponds, except that very small ponds were not successful. 
Anderson (19HS) fotmd that in extremely small ponds, i.e. one-
tenth acre, it was extremely difficult to maintain the proper nmber 
of bass to controll the bluegill population, and recommended one-fourth 
acre as a reasonable minimm size for fish ponds. Swingle (19^9) 
reports that unfertilized ponds of less than five-tenths acre and 
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fertilized ponds of less than one-foxurtli acre are too small to Insure 
good results with the bass-hlueglll combination. Qraaholz (1930a) 
reported good success in one-tsnth acre ponds with redear sunfish and 
either larg^outh or spotted bass but limited his recommendations for 
the bass-bluegill combination to ponds of one acre or larger (&uinholz» 
1930b). Ponds of at least one-half acre in size are recommended for 
Iowa (Hall, Wilcox and Speaker, 1950). 
B. Species Stocked 
!Ehe largemouth black bass and the bluegill originally found most 
suitable in ^ abama (Swingle and Smith, 19^) have usually been considered 
the basis for stocking plans for Iowa ponds. Other species have been 
added on the basis of experience in small lal^s and still others have 
either been accidentally included in official stockings or have been 
stocked by individuals based largely on their availability in nearby 
streams. In I'larion Coimty, however, stocking of farm ponds has large­
ly been through the cooperative program of the Soil Conservation 
District and, to a lesser degree, of the State Conservation Commission. 
Accordingly the stocking of fish by individual farmers on a "catch-as-
catch-can" basis has been at a minimum, and relatively few different 
species have been used. A list of those officially and unofficially 
stocked in the study ponds follows, based on the names approved by 
the American Pisheries Society (19^): 
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Offlcially stocked 
Larganouth "black bass MlcroTitems salmoides 
Bluegill Lepomls aacrohlrus 
White crappie. Pomoxls annttlarls 
Black bullhead Ameitirus melas 
Golden shiner Koteaigonus crysoleucas 
Unofficially stocked 
Grreen sxinfish. lepomls cyanellus 
Orangespotted sunfish Lepomls humllis 
Fathead minnow Hmephales promelas 
Goldfish Oarassius aaratus 
Bass and bluegills, used alone, ma^ up the original stocking in 
26 of the ponds and, in addition, were used subsequently in a nomber 
of ponds where the original population either failed, was added to, 
or was eliminated by rotenone treatiaent* Of the ponds where bass and 
!I7able 2. Belationship Between Species Stocked 
and Success (See text for details) 
Species stocked Huaber of 
"Donds 
Percentage 
successful 
Bass and bluegllls 26 58 
Bass, bluegllls and bullheads IS 22 
Bullheads 7 0 
Bass, bluegllls and crappies 3 100 
Bass, bluegllls and golden shiners 1 100 
Miscellaneous species 3 b7 
Blue,e:ills and bullheads 2 0 
bluegllls composed the original stocking I5 were Judged successful 
during the period of study 19^9-1951* Bass-blueglll ponds normally 
contained reproducing populations and harvestable fish at two years 
of age but in some cases did not do so for at least another year. !I!wo 
of the four best fishing ponds were bass-blueglll ponds, and a third 
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was essentially so during the study. Of the tass-hluegill ponda that 
failed* the suspected or known cause was winterkill and is discussed 
elsewhere. 
Bass, 'bluegills and bullheads were frequently stocked as a com­
bination prior to I9U6, At that time the bullheads were withdravm 
from the combination by both state and federal agencies offering fish 
for ponds. Of IS ponds originally stocked with this combination, 
four were successful during the study. In two of the four, bullheads 
were no longer in evidence either as young or as adults, one contained 
sub-adult and adult bullheads but no yoTing bullhead reproduction 
daring the three years, and only the fourth pond still showed suc­
cessful bullhead reproduction, and that seven years after the original 
stocking was made. OJhe failiares of bass-bluegill-bullhead ponds have 
been largely assigned to ^ecific causes or combinations of causes and 
are discussed elsewhere. 
In two of the ponds (Pond 23 and Pond 29) miscellaneous fishes, 
including crappies, green sunfish, orangespotted sunfish and golden 
shiners, were either accidentally included in the original stocking 
or were subsequently stocked by persons unknown. Both of the ponds 
had overcrov;ded populations of these fishes, and few bass or none at 
all. !I!here is, in this series of lU bass-bluegill-bullhead ponds that 
failed, no indication that the bxillheads were responsible for the poor 
survival or poor reproduction of either bass or bluegills, although 
they may have been involved in slow growth of these qpecies. In 
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poads where this combination occurred, the "bMs were apparently suc­
cessful in reaching maturity and in controlling the reproduction of 
the bullheads* 
Of seven ponds originally stocked only with bullheads none had 
maintained or showed promise of maintaining Annnfli crops of harvestable 
fish. Two of them contained stunted populations; two of them had 
received over-stockings of bass and bluegills, both of which failed. 
Successful populations of fish were established in all of the 
three ponds originally stocked with a bass-bluegill-crappie-bullhead 
combination or a bass-bluegill-crappie combination. Grapples were 
still present and reproducing in these ponds, while bullheads had 
almost entirely vanished. One of these ponds furnished excellent 
fishing (Pond 6). 
!Ehree of the ponds had received stockings of miscellaneous 
species of fish apparently obtained from nearby streams or ponds. In 
two of these, bass, bluegills and crappies were maintaining themselves 
and the ponds were Judged to be successful (Pond 2 and Pond 1+2). 
One pond (Pond l2) had been stocked with a coa^jnation of bass, 
bluegills and golden shiners. At the end of six years the golden 
shiners were still in evidence but in very small nuatoers, while popu­
lations of bass and bluegills were well established* 
The final two ponds had been originally stocked with bluegills 
and bullheads, without any essentially predatory fish such as bass. 
One of these had subsequently received a stocking of bass, and poptilations 
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were balanced. The other pond had become overcrowded with bullheads 
and was treated with rotenone during this study and restocked with 
bass and bluegills (Bond 55) • 
!I9ie ratios of bluegills to bass actually stocked in this series 
of ponds varied considerably from the ten to one ratio advocated and 
supposedly in vogue. The variation was from a low ratio of four to 
one (Pond to a high ratio of 25 to one (Pond I3). There is no 
discernible correlation between stocking ratios of bluegills to bass 
aad ultimate success of the pond and its populations (Table 3). 
While almost all the ponds were stocked with fixtgerling size fish 
according to existing recoxunendationSf one (Pond U5) had been stocked 
with fry and was an effective and balanced pond lU to I6 years later. 
The rates of stocking first used are known for 50 of the 60 
study ponds, and are ex3)ressed in teanns of the number of bluegills 
per acre (Table 4-). for this purpose crappies were converted to the 
equivalent number of bluegills according to Edminister (I9H7). The 
rates of stocking vary from 200 to 2500 bluegills per acre, with the 
majority in the range of 3OO to 1000 per acre. There is no apparent 
relationship between rates of stocking and the likelihood of future 
success, at least within our range of data. 
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!I?a'ble 3* Stocking Sates and Success, hj Farm Fish Ponds 
Stocking Batios ]toi1>er Percen­ Stocking Batios lHunber Percen­
Bluegills to of ponds tage Bluegills to of ponds tage 
Bass success­
ful 
Bass success­
ful 
k to 1 1 100 11 to 1 
5 to 1 » 12 to 1 — 
6 to 1 1 100 13 to 1 5 60 
7 to 1 2 0 1^ to 1 2 100 
S to 1 5 0 15 to 1 1 100 
9 to 1 1 100 16 to 1 1 100 
10 to 1 27 m 25 to 1 1 0 
7able Stocking Hates of Bluegills and Success, 
50 Farm Fish Ponds 
Stocking Batios dumber Percen- Stocking Eatios IHunber Percen-
Bluegills per of ponds tage Bluegills per of ponds tage 
Acre success- Acre success-
ful jful 
200 3 53 1^0 1 0 
300 5 60 1500 1 0 
lK)0 k 25 1700 1 0 
500 Ik 36 2000 3 33 
bOO 2 100 2500 1 100 
700 1 100 
800 6 66 
900 1 100 
1000 7 ^3 
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C, of Stocking 
In the ponds studied^ there was no noticeable trend toward a de­
crease in success with increasing age (ITahle 3) * Ponds that had gone 
only one year since their original stocking are not included in the 
tahle because their ultimate success or failure could not be judged 
at that age* About half of the ponds two and three years old were 
successful. Ponds six years old at the time they were first inspected 
Table Age and Success, 3^ Farm Fish Ponds 
ige of pond in years 2 3 U 5 6 15 
Humber of ponds 25 S 10 11 3 1 
Percentage successful ^6^30 3^ 100 100 
during this study represent the earliest ponds stocksd through the 
cooperation of the local Soil Conservation District; the single pond 13 
years of age was stocked throu^ the efforts of a work group of the 
Civilian Conservation Corps assigned to soil conservation practices* 
Ihe success listed for the ponds over five years old prob^ly does 
not indicate an increase in success with increased age, but perhaps 
means only that successful ponds retain their identity while unsuccess­
ful ones drop from both records and memory. 
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D* Farmer Management 
For a farmer to secure free fish, to stock his pond from either 
the Iowa Conservation Commission or the United States Fish and Wildlife 
Service, it has been necessary that the pond and the area about it 
conform to certain physical specifications and to certain land manage­
ment practices, in order that there be some assurance that the fish 
vould not be wasted in unsuitable environments (Davidson,19^7; 
Hull, Wilcox and Speaker, 1950). 
Fencing to keep livestock from wading in the pond has always 
been required or recommended, and is one of the immediate pond manage­
ment practices available to the farmer. Ixcept for ten ponds where 
no atten^pt to fence was ever made, all pond owners had established 
fences or were otheri^rise holding the pond unavailable to livestock. 
In some cases the cattle barrier was not maintained every year or 
in some the pond area was deliberately used as an additional small 
pasture for a few animals for a short time each year. The influence 
of fencing on the ability of the pond to produce harvestable fish is 
not discernible from the present data. 
Fertilization of ponds to increase the abundance of fish foods 
was never mandatory, but until recent years was usually recommended. 
f 
Only two farmers had ever complied with the recommendation in a 
meaningful way, and both of these farmers were deeply interested in 
their ponds and their fish. In one of these fertilized ponds winter­
kill was a regular occurrence, and the fertilization may have 
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contri'buted thereto (Ball, 1950). 
Because fall-time could not be de7oted to field studies during the 
summer months it was not possible to obtain anything more than sketchy 
information on the amount of fishing occurring in the study ponds. 
On the basis of limited information it is possible, hovrever, to estimate 
the number of fishing parties and the fish harvest for IS of the ponds, 
including all of those showing the best populations of bass and blue-
gills (lable 6). 
(mable 6. Estimated ITuiober of Fishing Parties 
at Selected Farm Ponds, June-Aagast, 
1951 
Kumber of Pond 
Fishing Parties number 
•per Month ; 
IS 
^,9,1»^.25,29.30.^7 
51 
2S 
6,1(5 
12 
l42 
Apparently many of the ponds were scarcely fished during the 
summer. To the best of our knowledge there were only six ponds that 
were visited by as many as four fishing parties per month. These 
six ponds had one or more of these characteristics in common: 
0 
1 
to 
to 
2 
to 
to 
k 
to S 
S 
2 
3 
k 
k 
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1. Xhey contained balanced populations of fish. 
2« The siises of fish were relatively large. 
3* Ihe pond was visible from the road or was otherwise 
easily accessible to the fishermen* 
It is noteworthy that two of the ponds most heavily fished (Pond 12 
and Pond 1^5) contained qaantities of relatively large "bluegills# 
Both were owned by farmers who were very conservative about giving 
permission to fish so that most of the fishing done was without 
such permission. Harvest at the six most heavily fished ponds would 
probably not exceed 6^ pounds of fish per acre per year, and harvest 
at the other 12 ponds in the table would not exceed 20 pounds per 
acre per year* 
B. IPorbidity 
Ho atteii5)t was made to measure water turbidity due to silt and 
clay» other than that its presence was recorded* Some of the 
turbidity was definitely due to roiled material from the bottom mud 
and was attributed to bullheads (Ponds 33* 39 sjad U6). In some 
cases turbidity was temporary, following rain. In 12 cases, however, 
the turbidity £5>peared to be due to fine suspended clay that did 
ziot settle out for long periods of time or was never observed to 
settle out during an entire summer* Many of these ponds were on 
eroded hillsides and were perhaps in areas of high clay subsoils* 
Turbidity of a permanent or semi-permanent nature affects the growth 
of plankton algae, and reduces the visibility for predatory fish 
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llke the hass to feed (Swingle^ 1949). In the study ponds tarl>idit7 
did not prevent the reproduction of "bass Tnit s(»Betime8 seemed to 
delay growth (Ponds 4, IJ, 43) as evidenced by saaU two year old 
hass the second suoster following stocking* 
F, Vegetation 
tDhe presence of rooted aquatic vegetation in ponds has "been a 
deterrent to the production and utilization of fish in many locali­
ties (Swinge, 19^J Bdminister, 194?; Anderson, 194S; Ball and Tait, 
1952). In our series of ponds few species of aquatics occurred, as 
follows: 
lyphaceae 
gypha lattfolia L 
Zosteraceae 
Potamogeton foliosus Haf. 
Potamogeton nodosus Poiret 
Potamoeeton Spirillus JPucfcerm 
Alismataceae 
Aliama suhcordatum Baf. 
Cyperaceae 
Scirpus atrovirens Willd. 
fhe common cattail (Typha latifolia) was the most ohvious aquatic 
ahout many of the ponds. In most ponds where it occurred there were 
only a few plants growing in a loose cltuarp in water six to 12 inches 
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deep. la a few ponds the cattails ^parently spread rapidly ia a 
few years time to occupy extenaiTe portions of the shoreline and of 
water up to three feet deep (Ponds I3, 28, ^ ). 
(The pondweed (Potamogeton nodosns) was the most cosunon of the 
floating-leafed plants, occurring ia eight ponds in more or less 
coE^any with the other Fotaanogetons* In one pond (Pond UH) these 
pondweeds formed an almost complete band around the shore to a 
depth of at least three feet, greatly hindering the use of the pond 
for hank fishing* As far as could he told this vegetation was not 
depressing the production of hluegills or the feeding of hass, hoth 
species were present in several age classes and the population was 
in balance. 
Some forms of algae were prominent members of the pond flora 
in addition to the above rooted plants, Pilamentoxis algae were 
present in small patches in a number of ponds and in large amounts 
in one pond each year. In Pond 5 the algal mat was so heavy by mid­
summer, 19^9-1951» that it clogged the meshes in the 60-foot seine 
used to sample fish populations, and caused it to roll up so badly 
that seining was ineffective, fhe spawning of blu^ills was not 
eliminated by the mats of algae but may have been reduced (Ball 
and Tanner, 1951)* 
Blooms of plankton algae were of common occurrence in the ponds. 
These blooms of algae varied in color from deep green to dark broim 
and probably represent a number of species. !I!hey were never present 
in waters containing large amounts of suspended clay. 
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6-. Winterkill 
fhe death of fish when oxygen is depleted beneath ice and snow 
covers has been widely recognized in the north central states 
(Greenbank, 19^5; Bennett 19^; Cooper and Washburn, I9U9), For 
the Marion county farm ponds information on winterkill has been 
gathered from two sources: from farmers and others who observed 
niambers of dead fish in ponds following the breakup of ice, and from 
pond histories that indicate a sudden mass disappearance of bass, 
of bluegills, or of both. While in many cases there is no evidence 
as to the time of year that such fish have disappeared, heavy mortal­
ity daring the summer was observed only once (Pond 16) by the pond 
owners concerned while winterkill was observed frequently. The 
chances of mass mortality of fish being Tinobserved are probably 
greater in the winter than the summer. 
Fish populations in of the ponds have at one time or another 
suffered winterkill (Table 7)* In 15 ponds bass were eliminated 
but some bluegills survived, in two ponds the reverse was true, with 
bluegills winterkilling but some bass surviving. The differential 
between the ^ ecies may represent a difference in tolerance to low 
oxygen levels (though Cooper and Washburn, 19^9* found none) or, more 
likely, may represent a difference in habits of location in the pond 
during wintertime, or ability of some individuals to locate and 
utilize pockets of water containing sufficient oxygen for survival. 
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Complete kills of •both "bass and "bluegills occurred in 18 ponds. 
In only five of these was tiie kill cou^jlete in the sense that all 
species of fish present were eliminated, for the 13 other ponds con­
tained Imllheads and these survived in some numhers* 
TalJle 7« Hixown or Suspected Winterkills of ?ish in 
Marion Ootinty Farm Ponds 
Species eliminated iy kill 
Bass, hut not hluegills 
Bluegills, "but not bass 
Bass and bluegills 
Some bass and some bluegills 
Pond numbers 
3.19,19,20.2^,24,29,30,32.32,35,37. 
^.^7.^,^9.1^,1^9.50.59 
3,27 
9,10,11,15.16,16,16,16,20,23,27,31 
35,36,39.l«),Ul,i^7.l^.55,56 
H.15.25.37.1^5 
Some ponds are inclined to winterkill repeatedly, as is shown 
by the frequency of some pond numbers in the table* 
Winterkill is believe to be a major factor in the lack of 
population balance and success of the Iowa ponds. The population 
resulting after an incomplete kill is raiically different than that 
present before, and the change is usually tinfavorable for angling 
(Bennett, ig^^Sa), 
V. IHB Miroow SEIHE TECHUigJl AS AU I2JDICAI0R OF 
POHD SUCCESS 
The technique of using test hauls with a miimow seine to deter­
mine the relative halance between bass and bluegills was first 
publicized by Swingle (19^5) and then described in more detail by 
Anderson (19^) • ^e method depends on a sttxciy of young fish present 
in the shallows of the pond from July 1st to September 15th as 
revealed by the seining. If young-of-year of both species are 
paresent, the populations are judged "in balance". The pond is 
judged overcrowded with bluegills if the seine showsmany two-inch 
to three-inch bluegills, no young bass and few if any young blue­
gills. The pond is overcrowded with bass if there are some young-
of-year bluegills, no two-inch to three-inch bluegills and no 
young-of-year bass. The value of this technique has been variously 
discussed (Bennett, 19^; Allan, 1950; Bennett, 1950; Bnuaholz, 
1951; Pessler, 1950). 
f 
The Svdngle minnow seine technique was used in the preliminary 
inspection of the Iowa ponds as mentioned earlier. Judged entirely 
on the basis of what the minnow seine revealed on the first inspection 
and on the analysis procedure recoimaended, 22 of the 60 ponds were 
judged as being"in balance". Iiater judgment of these ponds as 
revealed by seining with a large seine and by age analysis that year 
or following years resulted in a list of 2J ponds in which the bass 
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and blueglll populations w^e adequate and appeared capaible of 
producing an annual harvestable crop of fish. The two techniques 
are compared in Table S. The table shows that the two methods 
differently classified I3 ponds, Pour of these winterkilled follow­
ing the minnow seine analysis of being in balance; the tabulated 
listings are for different years and are not therefore con^arable. 
Table S. Comparison of Besults of Swingle Method and 
Population Study Method of Determining Fish 
Population Condition in Marion County Farm 
Ponds 
Ponds in balance by Swingle l»2,4,5,6,S,17,22,26,27,3U,3S,iA, 
method and by population ^5t52,5^»57»5S 
study. 
Ponds txnbalanced as shown by 3»7»10,ll,13,15»l6,19,20,2l,23,2U, 
both methods 29,31,32,35,36,37»39»^,^lr^6,lf7, 
1^,^9.53,55.56.59 
Ponds in balance by Swingle 
method but tmbalanced by popu- 9*.^T*.30*.50* 
lation study 
Ponds unbalanced according to 
Swingle method, but in balance 12,1^,18,25,33,ii2,1^3,51,6o 
by population study 
» 
One year between S\iringle method check and population study 
with a winterkill intervening* 
As might be expected, the more detailed and time consuming 
method of population analysis made apparent situations In some 
ponds that were not revealed by the minnow seine inspection* In 
four ponds (Ponds I2,il4.,25, and 51) young-of-year bass were not 
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located by minnow seine but were so located either later that year 
by the larger seine or by age analysis of scales of fish capttired, 
la four other ponds (Ponds IS, 33*^ 6o) the bass did not 
reproduce in the year of inspection but did so in subsequent years. 
In Pond ^3 the minnow seine did not reveal a heavy population of 
bullheads and slow growing bass that subsequently came into popula­
tion balance. 
Other errors in the minnow seine technique were revealed by 
later inspections of the ponds. Blvbegills sometimes hatched late 
in the season and were found by inspections in Aagust where they 
had not been in evidence earlier. The minnow seine sometimes gave 
an erroneous picttir© of the species in the pond» particularly where 
a variety of species had been stocked by the farmer from creeks or 
elsewhere. Bullheads seemed to often escape the small seine and 
heavy populations not be detected. In some ponds» particularly 
wh^e suspended clay or other causes slowed growth of bass, there 
was no r^roduction of bass the second spring follov/ing stocking, 
but was the year following. 
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VI, JISH POPOMtPlOUS 
A. Largemouth Black Sass 
The largeaouth "black tiass has heen widely recognized and util­
ized as the predatory species in fish coahinations for warm-water 
ponds (Swingle and Smith, 19UO; Bennett, 19^3)• Bass grow rapidly 
under favorahle conditions with an at)undant food suK>ly and th^ 
serve as a control on the large numbers of fry produced ty other 
fishes. An indication that even young-of-the-year hass he 
active predators was obtained at Pond 6 on July 15, 1950 v;here hoth 
young white crappies and young hlack Tmllheads were found in the 
distended stooachs of yoting-of-year hass. 
During the investigation varying nunhers of hass were collected 
from 19 ponds. Collections were made primarily with seine but in 
some Cases by treatment of the pond with rot^one or by trapping 
and angling. Since bass were not readily taken by seine most of 
the ponds sre represented by small numbers of bass and by unequal 
size and age distribution of those collected. As a result the data 
from all of the poiids have been combined for most of the study, 
1. Age and growth 
a. Length-weight. The length-weight relationship was determined 
for 257 bass varying in length from 3*5 inches to 17»5 inches. Pish 
less than 3.5 inches in total length were not included in the 
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computation becsose it was felt that the 500 gram capacity Ijalaace 
used was not coii5>l©tely relialile at the smaller weights. The length-
wel^t equation in logarithmic form for the hass is: 
log V e -.1.1^50 + 3.136 Log 1 
where W « the wei^t in hundredths of pounds 
and L s the total length in inches. 
As indicated "by the formula^ individual liass increased in wei^t 
somewhat more r^idly than the cuhe of the total length. Because 
of the relatively few fish ten inches and larger involved in the 
computations, the formula will probably give estimated weights with 
less accuracy in that size range than in the smaller sizes. 
b. Condition factors, The condition factors or ponderal 
indices, as a measure of relative plumpness, were computed for the 
257 bass included in the laigth-wei^t determination (Table 9). There 
is a general tendency for larger condition factors and therefore 
greater plumpness to be associated with the larger fish, as would 
be expected since the weight increased more rapidly than the length 
cubed. The largest fish listed did not have the largest condition 
factor however. The largest condition factor determined for any 
individual bass, S2,5, was for an Age Group III fish measuring 12,2 
Inches, and the lowest factor, 27.3, was for an I fish measuring 
3.S Inches from the heavy population of yearling bass in Pond 25, 
Conroarlson of these condition factors with those of bass from 
other areas indicates that the bass in the present study were in 
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Table 9« Total Length, V/elght, and Condition of Iiargenouth 
Black Bass, I9 Farm Ponds, Marion Cotonty, Iowa, 
1950 and 1951 
Mean total number Mean weight Mean Estimated weight• 
length of lbs. X 100 condition lbs. X 100 
inches fish C 
IS 2.11+ 39.7 2.33 
4.0 19 3.02 U1.5 2.71+ 
^.7 7S U.Ol iio.o ^.55 
5.1 Uo 5.65 1+1.7 5.8S 
5.7 13 6.93 lK).5 S.33 
6.1 13 10.2s m,2 10.29 
6.7 5 II+.S6 1+9.1+ 13.S2 
7.2 2 17.95 US.l 17.32 
7.6 6 19.30 1+3.1+ 20.52 
g.2 13 26.71 1+7.9 26.03 
S.6 S 29.30 1+6.1 30.21+ 
9.1 5 3H.20 36.10 
9.5 1 57.S 41.31 
10.4 1 5^.00 1+1.1 51+.S6 
10.9 1 62,50 1+8.3 65.57 
11.0 k  67.70 50.5 65.1+3 
11.6 7 S2.20 52.2 77.30 
12.2 5 9S.00 53.7 90.5s 
12.6 3 93.90 1^7.3 100.22 
13.1 1 125.00 55.6 113.20 
13.6 7 108.00 51.8 127.23 
14.0 2 I6I+.70 . 6o.i+ 139.34 
1H.6 2 175.00 56.8 159.03 
15.2 2 155.00 %.7 ISO.30 
17.5 1 256.90 ^7.9 280.55 
fotal 257 
Mean ^3.3 
•log ¥ = -1.1+50 + 3.136 Log L . 
— 
relatively poor condition (Table 10)• Bennett (igHgc) sets the follow­
ing standards for condition factor, C, for the largemouth "black tass: 
poor 35 - k3; average U6 - 55; good 5b - 65. The low mean condition 
factor of U3.3 indicate a shortage of food or unavailaJsility of 
food under a situation such gS muddy water. 
Table 10, Comparison of Condition Factors for largemouth 
Black Bass from Various Localities 
Authority Location Humber 
of fish 
Bange in 
total length 
inclies 
Bange in 
subgroup 
Mean C 
Mean 
C 
Beckman, 19^ Michigan 1100 2,2-18.3 \^6 - 47 — 
Thoiopson and 
Bennett, 1939 
Illinois, 
Sportsman's 
Lake 
IU6 4.0-21.0 39.3-62.4 — 
Lewis, 1950 Iowa, Eed Haw 
Lake 
62 4.6-13.9 — 46.9« 
Lewis, 1950 Iowa, East Lake 64 2.9-a.O • — 46.l« 
Ruhr, 1952 Iowa, Ike Lake 6l 6.5-11.4 39.9-67.1 51.0 
Present Study Iowa, Parm 
Ponds 
257 3.S-I5.2 39.7-60.4 ^3.3 
• 
Converted from coefficient of condition, X, "by use of formula 
0 « 3^*1 where r » ratio of standard to total length for the 
population concerned, and 1^ s coefficient of condition in the metric 
system, 
c. growth. In the study of growth it was assumed that the gener­
ally accepted scale method (Greaser, I926; Van Oosten, I929) was valid 
for bass from farm ponds. Evidence that supports this assun^tion is 
as follows: 
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1. There Is correlation between the size of the fish and its age, 
both from indivldaal ponds and from ponds as a whole. 
2, A dominant year-class observed as young-of-the-year in 1914-9 
in Pond 25 could be followed in 1950 and 1951 and had gained an 
annuluB each year (Table 11). 
3* In those ponds where the bass were of known age, there was 
complete agreement between the number of annuli and the known age. 
In Ponds 13, 33 f ^3» 51 and 59 bass captured were of biown age 
under conditions such that there was little likelihood of confusing 
them with bass of younger ages. 
Table 11. Observed Total Lengths of 19^9 Year-Olass of 
Largemouth Black Baas, Pond 25, During a Three 
Year Period 
Sate of 
caisture 
lumber 
of fish 
Mean total length 
in inches 
ige in 
yeaxB 
Jane 2S, 19^9 17 2.35 0 
July 12, 191^9 25 2.89 0 
June 15, 1950 15 3.99 I 
July 20, 1950 119 ^+•91 I 
July 10-11, 1951 13 S.33 II 
Since about one-third of the bass from which scales were collected 
came from POnd 25, a pond which was classed as being overcrowded with 
bass, the growth data for this pond (Table 12) are given separately 
from that for the other ponds (Table 13). In Pond 25 the 19^9 year 
class showed very slow growth, but the older bass grew very rapidly 
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Table 12, Calculated and Measured Total Lengths of ¥j- Large-
mouth Black Bass from Pond No. 25, Marlon County, Iowa 
Year Age Kumber Average calculated length in Length at 
collected class of fish Inches at annulua capture 
1 2 3 k 
1950 I 29 3.^  .^75 
III U It. 20 8,08 12.98 13.10 
lY 1 it. 20 8,70 10.80 13.50 14.00 
1951 II 10 2.S6 5.73 8.38 
Mean total 
Length, inches 
Annual increments 
Sum of increments 
3.39 
3.39 
,J.*32 
6.55 
3.25 
6.64 
12. 5H 
4.34 
10;<?8 
13.50 
2.70 
13.68 
Tahle 13. Calculated and Measured Total Lengths of 93 Large-
mouth Black Bass from 12 Farm Ponds, Harlon County, 
Iowa 1950 and 1951 
Age STumber Average calculated length in inches at Length at 
class of fish annulus capture 
1 2 3 4 5 
I 62 5.51 7.50 
II 7 4.12 S.99 10.03 
III 13 5.31 9.56 12.78 13. ^V8 
IT 9 4.62 8.73 11.70 13.33 13.79 
7 2 3. so S.35 10.17 12.75 14.30 15.20 
Mean total 
Length, inches 
Annual increments 
Sum of increments 
5.25 
5.25 
5.25 
9.11 
4.37 
9.62 , 
12.16 
3.01 
12,63 
13.22 
1.80 
14,43 
14.30 
1.55 
15,98 
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after they were large e&otigh to eat the middle-sized hluegills and 
bass. 
When compared with rates of growth reported for other Ijodies of 
water it is seen that the bass from the other Iowa ponds show above 
average growth (fable 1^1-). The fish at Onized lake, Illinois, as 
reported by Bennett (19^5) were under heavy fishing pressure by 
anglers and apparently were at less than the fall carrying capacity 
of the lake, and were thus able to make large gains in growth. Some­
what the same explanation may be pos^ble for the rapid growth 
in lox^a farm ponds, since many of the ponds were young in years and 
may not have been at full carrying capacity. 
Data from the table indicate that on the average the bass reach 
the length of ten inches during their third siuamer of life. Since 
ten inches is the minimum legal length for largemouth bass in Iowa, 
bass fishing in the average farm pond can usu^ly legally begin the 
second sammer after stocking. 
2. Reproduction 
Swingle and Smith (19^3) l^ave reported the minimum weight of bass 
for spawning to be five to six ounces. On the basis of the Iowa pond 
data such bass would be approximately nine inches in total length. 
On the average this size is reached sometime during the third summer 
of life and probably near the end of the growing season. 7he minimum 
spawning size Is therefore probably reached too late for the spawning 
Table l4. Comparison of Average Grrovtii for Largemouth Black 
Bass from Various Localities 
Calculated total lengths in inches at 
Locality Authority Ho. of each annulus 
fish 1 2 ? k 5 b 7 g 
I. Iowa is^oundments 
m 3.^ 6.6 Pond No. 25 Present study 12.5 13*5 
Red Haw Lake Lewis, 1950 hi 6.8 9.2 li.H 12.3 13»2 17.1 22.2 
East Lake Lewis, 1950 6k 7.9 lO.U 12.1 iKk 16.7 17.8 19.9 
Ike Lake Euhr, 1952 71 3.0 7.0 10.2 13.2 l6.it 
Farm ponds Present study 93 5.3 9.1 12,2 13.2 1H.3 
II. Other midweetern lakes 
Ohio lakes Roach and 
iSvaas, 19^8^ 500 3M 7.2 10.1 12.5 1U.5 16.1 17.7 18.9 
Wisconsin lakes Beiinett, 1937 6ig 3.3 7.H 10.5 12.5 li^.o 15.1 16.3 17.^ 
Sportsman's Lake, iChoE^son and 
lUl| 11A 1U.9 16.6 18. U 19.6 Illinois Bennett, 1939 3.8 8.1 1^3 
Onized Lake^ Bennett, 19% 81 3.^ 10.6 ll^.o 16.5 18.6 
Illinois 
*Lengths at various annul! interpreted from graph of growth. 
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period that year, and such hass would first reprodace as three 
year old fish (in their fotirth year of life). Our data show that 
in the newly stocked ponds, the "bass customarily spawn as two year 
old fish. In 17 newly stocked ponds where bass were known to hove 
survived and where inspections were made in subsequent years, success­
ful spawning occurred in each during the second sprijig following 
stockixig. Ihese bass were all stocked as fingerlings in the fall. 
Bennett (l9^'b)found bass from Fork Lake, Illinois, sexually mature 
at two years of age, Dugan (1951), in six experimental farm ponds 
in Vest Virginia, found bass reproducing the second summer after 
stocking in three ponds, the year after stocking in one pond, and 
reproducing for the first time during the third year after stocking 
in two ponds. Both of the last-mentioned ponds had existing 
populations of other species of fish at the time of stocking, so 
that the delayed spawning may have been sua end result of coopetitlon 
for food and space. 
The onset of spawning by larg^outh black bass apparently follows 
the spring rise in water temperatures to 70° f (Swingle, 19^9)• 
Spawning periods reported for the bass include: April-June for 
Alabama (Swingle and Smith, 19^3); May for fork Lake, Illinois 
(Bennett, 19^^)>prior to May 2S-Juzie 18 for Beep Lake, Michigan 
(Carbine, 1939)* Because spawning dates were never specifically 
investigated for the Iowa ponds, little information is available other 
than that the year's hatch of young bass was usually present in the 
ponds by late June, 
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After the first reprodaction of basa occurred la a pond, repro­
duction generally occurred each year thereafter, except where the 
fish were decimated by winterkill or other causes. Data on IJ 
ponds, for years following a season of successful spawning of both 
species stoclsrsd, show only three instances where bass did not apsMn 
annually and for which there is no clear explanation. In Pond IS 
both bass and bluegills reproduced in 13^ and in 19^1, but the 
bass did not do so in the two inter-rening years, 19^9 and 1950. In 
Pond 27 both species reproduced in 19^7 an^ 19^91 tlw bass did 
not reproduce in 19^. Pond 25 showed a similar pattern, with bass 
reproducing in 19^9 ao-d 1951 but not in 1950» Bass populations la 
Iowa ponds are apparently more successful in spawning than are those 
in Indiana ponds, for which Enxoholz (1951) reported successful spawn­
ing only one year in every two on the average. 
B* Bluegill 
She bluegill serves the role of forage fish la farm ponds* It 
grows to a larger size than many of the other sunfishes and spawns 
intermittently throughout the summer months, thereby providing a 
succession of food for the bass with which It is customarily stocked 
(Swingle and Smith, I9H0). 
Collections of bluegills were made from 19 ponds at the same time 
and in the same manner as the collections of bass. The data have 
been combined briefly to furnish a generalized picture of Iowa ponds 
followed by data from individual ponds. 
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1. Age and growth. 
a» length-weight* The length-weight relationship was deteroiaed 
for 1^35 hluegilla varying in length from 3*5 inches to S»b inches. 
The lower size limit was chosen somewhat arbitrarily to reduce 
weighing errors with the "balance used, and the upper limit denotes 
maxianim size of the "bluegills captured. The laagth-weight equation 
in logarithmic form for the bluegill is: 
Log W « -1.360 + 3*2S2 Log L 
where W » the weight in handredths of povuids 
and L s the total length in Inches. 
As indicated "by the formula the weight of bluegills increased somewhat 
more rapidly than the cuhe of the length. The means of the observed 
total lengths and weights are presented in Table 15f and the weights 
estimated by the above length-weight formula are also offered for com­
parison, On the average, bluegills reach a weight of one-fourth 
a 
poimd at a length of approximately 7*0 inches, and a weight of one-half 
pound at S.5 inches. A weight of one-fourth poimd corresponds to 
what Bennett, Thompson and Parr (19H0) have defined as "desirable 
size" for bluegill, representing the mininnim size for table us«. 
b. Condition factors. Condition factors or ponderal indices 
were computed for the 1^35 bluegills over 3*5 inches and are 
presented in Table 15 in the form of means for the various size 
groups. As is to be expected from the len^h-weight fonaula, rela­
tive pliMpness tends to increase with an increase in length. The 
"kZ" 
Table 15. fotal Length., Weight, and Condition of 
Bluegills, 19 Farm Ponds, Marion County, 
Iowa, 1950 and 195I 
Kean 
total length 
inches 
Btaaher 
of fish 
Mean 
weight 
1133, X 100 
Mean 
condition 
0 
Estimated • 
wei^t 
l"b8. X 100 
3-7 23« 3.2S 66.2 3.20 
4,2 19s Kss 65.7 KS3 
^.7 217 6.SS 65.8 7.02 
5.2 219 9.H9 6g.lt 9.72 
5.7 229 13.^ 71.5 13.22 
6.2 192 17.16 7^.5 17.^ 
6.7 S7 22.51 75.6 22,1^7 
7.2 50 2S.19 76,6 2g.li6 
7.9 H5 36.63 78.0 38.59 
g.2 22 H2.25 7B.7 1^3.61 
g.6 k 53.90 S6.2 50.99 
fotal 
Mean 
lk35 
69.7 -
4> 
Log W a -1.360 + 3.2S2 Log L 
-1^3-
range for condition factors for individual bluegills is from a 
low of 36.2 for a ll-.O inch fish from Bond 5 to a high of 10H,5 
for a 3.9 txom Pond IS. She mean condition factor of 
all of the bluegills is 69.7» which, on the basis of the standards 
suggested hy Bennett (19^^),is intermediate between poor and 
average plumpness. Bennett, in the publication cited above, 
demonstrates that the average condition of a population of blue-
gils fluctuates annually, with a characteristic high level of 
condition in May and a low one in Hovember. fo compare condition 
factors for several populations it is therefore necessary, not 
only that they be for similar length ranges, but that the collec­
tions of data be for similar seasons of the year* It is felt 
that the populations listed in fable I6 were sampled at nearly 
enough the same season that th^ can be compared. 
c. Growth. Data on growth of bluegills in Marion County farm 
ponds is based on the sttLdy of scales taken from 5^7 fish from 
12 of the ponds during 1950 and 1951* i^sessment of age and 
calcxilation of total length for various years of growth was by 
the methods outlined in the discussion of the largemouth black 
bass. 37he ponds are separated into groups for ^ ^esentation and 
discussion of the data (Tables 17, IS and 19). 
She ponds grouped in fable I7 are those having a succession 
of age classes of both bass and bluegills, and are judged to be 
t. 
in balance according to the definition of Swingle (1950). The 
ponds most productive of fishing are in this group, but also 
Sable 16. Comparison of Condition factors for Bluegills 
from Various Midwestern localities 
Authority 
Bectoaa, 19^ 
Present stadjr 
Lewis, 1950 
Lewis, 1950 
Euhr, 1952 
Locality Bange in Bange in Mean 
total length subgroups C 
inches Mean 0 
Hichigan lakes l.U-10,0 
3.5-8.6 
Iowa, farm 
ponds 
Iowa, Red Haw 
Laks 
Iowa, Ss^t 
Lake 
2.2-10.6 
2.5-S.5 
Iowa, Ike Lake 3.0-S.^ 
56 - 75 
65.S-S6.2 
61.0-91.9 
69.7 
70 M 
SsM 
6H.1 
* 
Data converted from K(S.L.} to C(T,L.) by tise of formula 
0 » 36.1 T\ 
where r » ratio of standard length to total length for the 
population concerned 
and Z e coefficient of condition in the metric system. 
m 
Xable 17. Growth Summaries for BlueglllB, Ponds with 
a History of Balanced Poptilations 
Pond Ifamber 
Avera^ calculated length at each 
ammlus in inches 
nmher of fish 1 2 3 4 
2 29 UB 3.7 5»2 
6 (1950) 51 l.U H.l 6.6 
6 (1951) 63 1.0 3.0 5.2 7.0 
12 29 1.6 k ,S  7.1 
33 33 1.1 3.7 6.2 
5^ (1950) 3.^  6.2 7.3 
 ^(1951) 51 3.3 6.1 7.5 
51 33 1.6 i^ .l 6.1 
57 32 1.0 3.9 5.9 
Total 37^  
Keans 1.7 Kl  6.1 7.0 
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included are two where fishing pressure was almost non-existent* 
Growth in this group of ponds was generally good, with total 
lengths at successive animli of 1,7» H,l, 6.1 and 7»0 inches. 
Bluegills in all the ponds were relatively yotmg; only Pond 6 
contained any "bluegills H years of age or older. 
Pond 2, stocked 5 and 6 years prior to san5)ling, was treated 
with rotenone, and all fish other than young of the current year 
were collected. White crs^pies and hlack bullheads were present 
in addition to bass and bluegills, and the cr^^^ies were apparently 
more nearly doQinant than were the bluegills* !&e presence of 
brush and rock "shelters" in the pond may have favored the 
cr^pies, and the cos^etition of the crappics and bullheads 
combined held bluegills growth to less than the mean for other 
ponds in iHable 17* Bluegills inches or more long made up 80 
percent of all the bluegills ova: one year of age. 
Pond 6, stocked in 19^, was sanq?led in both 1950 and 1951t 
by seining and anting. It contained bass, bluegills, white 
crappies and black bullheads. While bass appeared to dominate 
the pond, the crappies were numerous and successful in reproducing 
annually. By size and wei^t they appeared more successfvil than 
the bluegills, althou^ the bluegills were more abundant. Bates 
of grovrth of the bluegills for the two years of collection varied, 
with the 1950 collection showing the more repid growth. Bluegills 
of age classes I and II predominated in nvunbers both years, the 
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samples showing few three-year-old fish. Bluegills 5*5 inches 
long and longer made up 1^+ to 17 percent of all hluegills in the 
samples. Population estimates for hluegills varied from approxi­
mately 1500 in 1950 to 1500 lio 2500 fish in 1951, 
Pond 12 contained hass, hluegills and golden shiners, with 
the golden shiners few in ntim1>er and of small size and proliahly 
of a single recent age class* Probably the bass consumed the 
annual production of young golden shiners each year. Fishing for 
bluegills was uncontrolled at this pond and heavier than that at 
almost any other pond. Blu^illa after their first year grew at 
a more rapid rate than the means for all ponds in the table. 
Fifty percent of all the bluegills over one year of age were 5«5 
inches or longer. 
Pond 33 contained bass, bluegills and black bullheads. The 
bullheads appeared more numerous than the bluegills and all of 
them were more than seven inches long. Toung btillheads produced 
in 1330 had vanished by 1951 ^d were presumed eaten by the bass. 
The water in the pond was always roily with mud attributed to the 
bullheads. !l!he original stocking of bass disgplayed poor growth, 
being only 10 to 12 inches long at four years of age. She growth 
rate of bluegills was approximately that of the means for Table 17, 
and only 11 percent of the bluegills were 5*5 inches long or better. 
The bluegills in Pond U5 showed a more rapid growth rate 
than those in any other pond. Total lengths at various annuli 
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calculated from the 1950 collection of hluegills were 3,i}- inches, 
6,2 inches and 7.3 inches for the first three years of life. The 
growth rate determined from the 1951 collection was similarly 
rapid. For several years prior to 19^6 this pond reportedly 
produced bluegills up to 11 inches long, hut the present collec­
tions included no bluegills over 8,5 inches. Growth of hass 
was also rapid, with fish of Age Group III being 13,5 to 15,0 
inches long, Pbpulations of both bass and bluegills were heavy, 
with estimates of 800 to 1200 fish for the 0,3 acre pond, Blue­
gills over 5*5 inches made up 23 percent and 5^ percent of the 
1950 and 1951 collections respectively. 
Pond 51 is included in the table on balanced populations 
on the basis of successful re^odoction of both bass and bluegills, 
although one year was missing from the sequence for both species. 
The pond was in its fourth summer when collections of fish were 
made, and the original stocking of bass and bluegills had 
reached 15,^ inches and 6,7 inches total length re^ectively. 
Growth of bluegills generally was near the mean for all the balanced 
populations. Pish over 5.5 inches long made tq) U3 percent of the 
bluegills captured in 1950, 
Pond 57 was continuously maddy with fine susrpended clay. 
Populations of both bass and bluegills seemed low, and the rate 
of growth for bluegills was somewhat less than the mean for all 
balanced ponds, Jorty-seven percent of the bluegills were 5«5 
>lV9-
inches or more long. 
She ponds grouped In Sable IS are those having a history of 
interrupted seijaence of "bass and "blj.uegill reproduction, although "both 
species may have heen present in the pond as adults or sub-adults. 
!rhe fish populations in these ponds are Judged to have not heen 
Sable IS. Growth Sujoimaries for Bluegills, Ponds 
with a History of Unbalanced Populations 
Pond Hamber Average calculated length at each 
number of fish annulus in inches 
1 2 3 
Ik he 0.9 2.6 ^.3 5.H 
IS 1+2 1.1 3.2 5.7 6.S 
30 43 X.7 3.3 Kz 
22 1.5 3.S 
Total 
Means 
153 
^•2 3.0 5.0 5.S 
satisfactory for sustained production of harvestable fish, Hone of these 
ponds were fished to any extent, although one of them contained good 
numbers of harvestable size bluegills. !I!he rate of growth of blue-
gills in these ponds was noticeably slower than in the balanced ponds. 
!nie means for total length at successive atmuli are 1.2, 3.0, 5*0 and 
5.S inches. Four-year-old bluegills were present in fair numbers in 
two of the four ponds listed in the table. 
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In, Pond 1^- successful reproduction of "bass and bluegills occurred 
in the same year only once in the first seven years after stocking. 
Additional "bass were stocked two years after the first stocking and 
these reproduced for the first time in their fourth armuaer. Two of 
the 15 "bass in the second stocking were removed in 19^9 and nay have 
left few bass to serve as predators, as bullfrog tadpoles were 
abundant in the pond the following year. Bluegills reproduced four 
years in the last five of record, and the oldest fish had attained a 
length of only inches by the end of their fourth year of life, 
3!he 1950 bluegill population over 3*5 inches long was estimated at 
886 fish for the half-acre pond. Black bullheads vere present in 
the pond but seemed few in ntuaber and, so far as is laiown, did not 
r^roduce in either 1950 or 1951« 
Bluegills in Pond 12 showed the best growth of any grouped in 
Table 18» with the original stocking of bluegills reaching 6,S inches 
at the end of their fourth year. The young bluegills produced the 
summer following stocking also showed relatively good growth, while 
bluegills of the next two year-classes showed poor growth* The 
water was constantly muddy with suspended fine clay and was relatively 
o 
cold in temperature (6S P, at one meter depth in mid-day on August 
27» 1951)• Bass of the original stocking reproduced the second summer, 
and then skipped two years before producing young again. The blue­
gills reproduced every year, I9H6-I951. In 1950 Uj percent of the 
bluegills were 5.5 inches long or longer, all of thea members of the 
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year-classes of the original stocking and the year following. In 
1950 the population of "bluegills 3«5 inches and longer was estimated 
at 123 fish. The first young "bass produced in the pond were seven 
to nine inches long in their third summer, indicating rather poor 
growth. 
Data for Pond 30 indicate that winterkill mast have occurred 
with some regularity. Three years after the original stocking of 
bass, "bluegills and Tsullheads a second stocking of hass was made, "but 
was apparently not entirely needed to populate the pond, since a 
very heavy crop of young hass was produced the following year, The 
fourth vrinter after the second stocking winterkill occurred and a 
third stocking was made to replenish the "bass. Bluegills reproduced 
successfxilly in all hut one of the five years of record. Bullheads 
were ahundaat in 19^9 1950 and a total of SO pounds were 
removed "by seine in those two years in attempts to bring the popula­
tion under control. Bluegills of the 19^7 year class predominated 
in the 1950 collection of fish, with individuals 5»5 inches or longer 
making up Ul percent of all those collected, ttrowth was rapid for 
the first two years of life and slow for the third, an indication 
that probably two growing seasons were necessary to bring the depleted 
population to carrying capacity follovdng winterkill. Population 
estimates were, in 19^7» 682 bluegills said 253 bullheads and, in 19^, 
Si to 172 bluegills and J+9 to J8 bullheads. 
The data for Pond U3 present a somewhat special case in that the 
collection of fish in 1950 revealed only one fish more than one year 
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old, No "blueglll was over 5*5 inches in total length althotigh the 
pond had heen stocked for foior years. The pond was continually mddy 
with fine clay, and "black "bullheads outnuabered the hluegills in the 
1914-9 seining at a ratio of eight to one. The original stocking of 
"bass reproduced for the first time as three year old fish. 
Growth data for Pond 25 are listed separately in Table 19 as an 
example of "bluegill growth in a pond over-populated with "bass. In 
19l;7 the pond was judged as "becoming over-populated with bass, and 
in 19^9 a large hatch of bass occurred that dominated the pond for 
that and the following two years. Bluegills reproduced successfully 
in small numbers each year except 1950. They probably were success­
ful the following year, 1951» only because winterkill had reduced 
the number of bass in the pond, lessening the pressure by predators. 
Seining showed few bluegills in the pond in any one year and such 
bluegills were usually large in size. Growth was rapid, particiilarly 
in the last two years of study, with the length means at successive 
annuli being 1.5, 6.1 and 7,1 inches. The largest bluegill 
collected in any of the ponds studied, S.6 inches, was from this pondo 
Growth rates for bluegills in the present study rank well by 
coB^iarison with other bodies of water (Table 20), Gro\irth in the 
balanced ponds aind in Pond 25 is equal to that of other Iowa impound­
ments and is generally superior to that of the other midwestern lakes 
listed. 
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fable 19. Calculated and Measured lotal Leiigtixs of ^  
Bluegills from Pond 25, Marion County, Iowa, 
1950 and 1951 
Age Humljer Average calculated length in inches Length at 
class of fish at annulus capture 
1 2 ^ '% 
1 6 3f2 5.1 
II 18 1.3 6A 6.7 
III 6 1.2 3.9 6.7 7.7 
17 10 1.2 3.9 5.7 7.1 8.2 
Hean total 
length, inches 1.5 6.1 7.1 
•Annual Increments 1.5 U.o 2.1 l.l^ 
Sun of Increments 1.5 5.5 7.3 8.7 
-5U-
lable 2o, Comparison of Average Growth for Blxjegills 
from Various Localities 
Calculated total length in 
Locality Aathority Huniber inches at each aimtilus 
of fish 1 2 3 5 
Iowa is^oundnents 
Unbalanced ponds Present study 153 1.2 3.0 5.0 5.S 
Balanced poncl£ Present study 37^ 1.7 Ki 6.1 7.0 
Pond 25 Present study 1.5 6.1 7.1 
Ike Lake Huhr, 1952 30s lA 3.2 K?. 6.U 
Red Haw Lake Lewis, 1950 133 l.k 3.Jt 6.1 7.2 g.l 
Sast Lake Lewis, 1950 11^5 1.7 3.6 5.6 7.0 7.5 
, Other midwestern lakes 
Buckeye Lake, Ohio Morgan, 1951 332 1.6 2.9 Ki 5.2 6.0 
Clearwater Iiake, 
Missouri Lane, 195^ 830 2.5 ^.2 5.6 6.6 
Ohio Lakes Boach and 
Evans, 19^7 - 1.7* 3.6 5.1 5.9 6.9 
Crab Orchard Lake, 
Illinois(for year 
1951) Whitacre, 1952 3.1 4.6 5.6 6.2 7.0 
4i 
Lengths at various annuli interpreted from graph of growth. 
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2« Reproduction 
Bluegills have "been reported as spawning at one year of age if, at 
that time, they weighed one-half ounce or more (Swingle and Smith, 
19^3) • Bluegills of that weight in Iowa farm ponds would he approxi­
mately 3*5 inches in total length. So far as is known this miniTmnn 
size was reached in all newly stocked ponds the sximmer following 
stocking and bluegill reproduction occurred. The minimum size was 
not normally reached hy yearling "bluegills in other ponds where the 
stocking was several years old, 
Ihe time of spawning hy hluegills has "been reported as ranging 
from May to August for midwestern lakes (Bennett, 19^ and Morgan, 
1951) • III the Iowa ponds young hluegills could usually he collected 
with a minnow seine "by late June or early July, In four instances, 
however ^(Ponds 6, lU, 30 aad U3)» young could not "be located in 
early sximmer "but were found readily by an August inspection ot 
fish of a corresponding age class ttirned up in collections the 
o 
following year. Water ten5>eratures less thaa SO F (Swingle, I9U9) 
or overcrowding (Swinge and Smith, 19^3) nay responsible for 
late spawning of bluegills. 33ie latest knovm hatching of bluegills 
was in Pond U3 in 1951* vrl^re abundant bluegills three-foxirths 
inches long were found October 11th. On the basis of develo^ent 
stages given by Morgan (1951) these bluegills would be at least 
foxir weeks old, with a probable hatching date of September 13 or 
slightly earlier. Of course,it is possible that growth for the 
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seasou had already ceased or slowed down considerably^ in which case, 
the hatch was somewhat earlier. 
After Tjluegills reprodaced for the first time in a pond they 
generally reprodaced successfully ea<^ year, except where prevented 
by winterkill or other cause. In Pond 25 the failure of bluegill 
reprodaction was probably due to the heavy population of bass. 
Jailxrre in R>nd 30 for the year 19ljg and Pond 51 'or 1951 followed 
possible winterkill conditions. Cause of the failure in Pond 6 
for 1951 is unknown but may possibly have been caused by hmnan 
interference as an intensive trapping program using wire traps was 
carried on tlffoughout the month of August. As ia^lied under 
the discussion on delayed spawning, and as suggested by Ball and 
OJait (1952), low temperatures may also be involved in failures to 
spawn. ^ In some northern waters (Ball, 1952; Erumholz, 1951) blue-
gills may not spam at all in certain years. 
0. White Crappie 
In farm fish ponds the white crappie has a role intermediate 
between a predator and a forage fish (Swinge and Smith, 19^0) • 
Bexmett (19^3) regards the white crappie as well suited to axtifi-
cial laltBS, where it reproduces very successfully, but where its 
numbers must be reduced at intervals to prevent stunting. 
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Eecords show that white crappies were part of the original 
stocking in seven of the 6o ponds. When first inspected dxiring 
the present study,two of these ponds no longer contained any crappies 
and one additional pond contained crappies apparently stocked 
supplementarily. One of these. Pond 23, was no longer suitable 
for fish and another. Pond J, contained such an unbalanced popula­
tion that it was deemed valueless for study and was never again 
visited. All four of the remaining ponds contained reproducing 
populations of crappies, and Ponds 2 and 6, where collections were 
made,showed crappies reproducing almost annually, 
1, -Age and growth 
a. length-wei^t and condition. The length-weight relationships 
for crappies taken from Ponds 2 and G in 1950 were calculated 
separately and the following formlae in logarithmic form obtained: 
(1) Pond 2: Log W » -l.itJS + 3,2oS Log L 
(2) Pond 6: Log W » -1.52g + 3,177 Log L 
where V « the weight in hundredths of pounds 
and L « the total length in inches. 
As indicated "by the formulae, the weight of white crappies in "both 
ponds increased more rapidly than the cube of the length. Although 
the two regression coefficients (3.2oS and 3»177) seem closely 
similar, tabulation of the means of the observed lengths, weights 
and estimated weights shows that the Pond 2 crappies weigh notice­
ably more for their length than do Pond 6 crappies (Table 21), This 
is born out by the calculated condition factors, C, also listed in 
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2al)ie 21, Total Length, ¥ei^t, and Condition of White 
Crappies, Pond 2 and Pond 6, Marion County, 
Iowa, 1950 
Mean Number Mean Mean Estisiated* 
total length of fish weight condition weight 
inches l"bs. X 100 C lbs. X 100 
Pond 2 
3.S 2 2.3 ^1.9 2.5 
4,2 6 3.S 51.3 3.5 
^.7 12 5.1 U9.1 5.0 
5.1 11 6.5 HS.9 6.5 
7.2 2 19.3 51.7 19.6 
7.S 2 25.1 53.0 25.3 
S.2 If 30.1 5^.5 29.S 
S.6 3 3^.0 53.^ 3^.5 
9.1 1 40.3 53.6 41.5 
10.4 1 7S.2 69.5 63.8 
10.6 1 60.8 51.1 67.6 
11.2 1 75.6 53.S so.s 
Pond 6 
5.S 1 7.9 I10.5 7.9 
6.9 2 13.1 39.S 13.7 
7.3 39 17.0 §'7 l6.lt 
7.7 59 20.3 W.5 19.4 
8.1 U 21. s Ui.o 22.7 
•Pond 2: Log W » -1.1+58 + 3.20S Log L 
Pond 62 Log L = -1.52s + 3.177 Log L . 
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fable 21, whicii indicate greater relative pltu^ness for the Pond 2 
fish. Since the collections of crappies from hoth ponds were 
in early August of the same year (1950) there is little likelihood 
that seasonal fluctiiations in condition could be responsible for the 
o'bserTed differences, as was demonstrated for coefficient of condition, 
K, for white crappies from lake Decatur, Illinois (Hansen, 1951), 
The crappies from the two ponds are intermediate in pltanpness when 
coa^ared (Table 22) with crappies from a northern Iowa natural lake 
(Srickson, 1952) and two southern Iowa iiapounded lakes (lewis, 1950). 
Table 22, Conrparison of Condition Factors for White 
Grapples from Various Iowa Waters 
Authority locality Humber 
of fish 
Mean 
C 
Erlckson, 1952 Clear Lake 169 
Present Study Pond 2 hi 
ftresent Study Pond 6 105 
lewis, 1950 Sast lake 90 ^12.94' 
lewis. 1950 Bed Haw lake 29 U2.2» 
l|l 
Data converted from K(S.L.) to C(T,L.) by use of formula 
0 » 36.1 r\ 
m 
where r = ratio of standard length to total length for the population 
concerned, and « coefficient of condition in the metric system. 
Tj, Growth, The growth of crappies in Pond 2 and Pond 6 ranks 
relatively poor when coajjared with the rates of growth for other 
midwestem waters (Table 23) • It apparently takes about three growing 
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Table 23. Comparison of Average Growth for White Crappies 
from Tarioiis Midwestern Localities 
Calculated total length in 
Aathority Locality Umber inches at each annulus 
of fish 1 2 3 h 5 6 
jRresent study Pond 6 k3 2.3 5.7 7.5 5.1 U.i 
]^esent study Pond 2 50 2.0 5.1 6.6 7.2 9.6 
Lewis, 1950 East Lake, 
lova sh 2.1 5.3 6.7 7.7 8.U 9.1 
Brickson, 1952 Clear Lake, 
Iowa 2.0 5.1 7.^ 
Roach and Evans, 
19^a 
53 Ohio lakes 1200 2.6 5.5 7.7 9.1 10.il- 11.7 
Lewis, 1950 Bed Haw Lake, 
Iowa 28 3.1 7.b S.U 9.9 11.2 12.1 
Mcker and La^er,Foots Pond 
19^2 Indiana 230 2.S 5.8 S.6 10.2 11.5 
Hansen, 1951 Lake Becatxir, 
Illinois 962 7.3* 9.1 10.5 10.6 12.2 
• 
Observed total lengths at end of growing season. 
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seasons to produce a six-inch crappie, or one that would TJe a desir­
able or harvestable size, 
g. Reprodaction 
Vhite crappies apparently stocked as yearlings from a nearby 
stream reproduced the year following in Pond In Pond 6 where 
they were stocked as fingerlings, crappies first reproduced as two 
year olds, pawning occurred eveJpy year in Pond 2 but was intermit­
tent in Pond 6, with no visible reproduction in 19^ and 19^9-
D. Blade Sullhead 
The bullhead has long been used in stocking ponds and artificial 
lakes because it reproduces successfully and is easily caaght by 
inexperienced fishermen with single tackle. Its feeding habits on 
muddy bottoms have brought it general accusations of being the cause 
of roiliness in the waters of shallow lakes and ponds. I^x^thermore, 
bxillheads usually become overcrowded and stunted when bass predation 
is not adequate. 
1. Age and growth 
a« Length-weight and condition. Black bullheads occurred in 
fair numbers in some ponds in association with bass and bluegills. 
Length-weight data for bullheads from seven such ponds combined 
are presented in fable 2k, Minimum desirable size for bullheads is 
-Sa­
lable 2^, Total length., Weight, and Condition of Black 
Bullheads, Seven Farm Ponds, Marion County, 
Iowa, 1950 and 1951 
Mean Humber Mean weight Mean Estimated* 
total length of fish lbs. x 100 condition total length 
inches 0 ITis. x 100 
3.5 1 2. If 56.0 2.1 
^.3 2 3.9 ^9.8 3.8 
3 i+.l 1+5.3 I+.1+ 
5.7 2 8.9 14-9.1 9.1 
6.3 13 11.5 1+3.8 12.U 
6.7 kj 13.6 U1^.2 15.0 
7.3 51 IS.l 1+7.6 19.1+ 
7.7 7S 21.7 1+7.7 22.9 
g.l 32 26.g 1+9.7 26.7 
8.6 9 32.6 50.6 32.0 
9.0 3 39.8 53.9 36.9 
9.6 2 47.0 53.0 1+5.0 
10.1^ 1 62.6 55.7 57.5 
lotal 2^ 
Mean 51*6 
*Log W s -1.351s + 3.0596 log 1 . 
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aTsout six inches, at which time they weigh approximately one-tenth 
pound. The condition factors, C. are also listed in the table, 
and show a general tendency toward increase in value with an 
increase in length of the fish. 
h. Growth. Ho atten^t was made to determine age of the 'bull­
heads by analysis of the growth rings on the vertebrae as done 
"by lewis (19^9) the bullhead or on the spines as done "by 
Sneed (1950). Size classes of bullheads present in any one pond 
normally covered such a short range that there seemed to be only 
a single age class present, and therefore approximate ages of the 
fish could not be secured from length frequencies. In Pond 27 
after a severe winterkill the winter of 19^9-1950 eliminated most 
of the other fish and bullheads were able to spawn successfully 
for the first time in several years. By late June of the follow­
ing year these fish were all approximately five inches long, 
2. Reproduction 
Data are lacking on the first sppearance of btillhead fry 
in the ponds. Fond Inspections made in the first two weeks of 
July encountered them if reproduction was successful at all that 
year. The young were, as far as is known, still in the school or 
pond at that time. 
S, Population Estimates 
Population estimates "by the marking and recovery technique 
were obtained for of the 6o study ponds. The formula of choice 
for these estimates was that of Schumacher and Esdaaeyer (19^3), 
"but use was also made of the Schnabel (193S) and Petersen formulae, 
!I9ie formula used for each estimate is indicated in the tables 
(Tables 25«2S). Estimates were converted to poxmda by multiplying 
numbers of fish by the mean weight of all individuals of that 
species over 3«5 inches total length from that particular pond. 
Except where indicated otherwise, all recoveries were made with 
seines. 
Ponds that were rated as being successful gave estimates of 
bluegills that were generally in the range of 100 to ^100 pounds 
per acre (Table 25), Low estimates for two of the ponds were 
%• 
esjjlainable. Pond 2, for which recoveries of marked fish were 
made by rotenone treatment, contained not only the 46 to Uj 
pounds of bluegills but also 58 to 60 pounds of white crappies, 
which brings the weight of forage fish in this pond within the 
range quoted for all successful ponds. Pond IS, with the low 
estimated weight of Ul pounds of bluegills per acre was continuous­
ly muddied with fine suspended clay and was thought to be very 
low in fertility. It was in balance, however, with reproducing 
populations of both bass and bluegills. Marked variations between 
estimates for any one pond (Ponds 6, 25 and 51) ai"© thought to be 
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Table 2^. Population Estimates, Bluegills 
Successful Parm Ponds, 1950 and 1951 
Pond Date Type of Bluegills Standard error Bluegills 
ntunber estimate per acre. of estimate. per acre. 
used.* number •oercent -pounds 
2 8/10/50 ?r 350 46 S/10/50 TT 
•^sr 355 47 
6 7/15/50 Sch 2166 64 184 
BJ 8130 Sch 2010 4l 171 
! 
s/3/51 P 1199 gg 
8/21/51 2430 177 
S/24/51 3693 270 
s/27/51 p' 2740 200 
12 7/14/50 Sch 1310 3 236 
14 6/14/50 Sch 1774 7 lo4 
IS 6/17/50 Sch 307 7 4i 
25 6/16/50 Sch 32s 4 104 
7/22/50 P 110 35 
g/16/50 P 28 9 
2/51 Snab 4505 29 441 
45 7/13/51 Sch 2666 93 235 
51 6/15/50 Sch 1091 20 142 
S/19/50 P 5036 655 
S/19/50 Ps 1115 145 
6o 7/12/51 Sch 3545 98 422 
* 
Types of estimate are as follows: 
Sch s Schamacher and Eachmeyer 
Snab s Schnabel, data by trapping 
P as simple Petersen 
Pg B Petersen, based on size groups 
P » Petersen, data by angling 
P^ B Petersen, data by trapping 
Pj. = Petersen, data by rotenone treatment. 
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Table 26. Population Estimates, Bluegills 
Unsuccessful Farm Ponds, 1950 and 
1951 
Pond 
nmber 
]}ate fype of 
estimate 
used* 
Bluegills 
per acre, 
numljer 
Standard error 
of estimate, 
•percent 
Bluegills 
per acre, 
pounds 
13 8/11/50 
S/17/50 
Sch 
P 
. r 
2220 
1863 
25 
63 
30 5/28/50 
7/12/50 
Sch 
Sch 
390 
573 
111 
6 
52 
77 
37 S/3/51 Sch 167 3^ 32 
U6 7/21/50 
7/21/50 
P 
'^s 
710 
7^ 
50 
53 
fTpes of estiioate are as follows: 
Sch s Schumacher and Eschmeyer 
P » simple Petersen 
Pg = Petersen, Tiased on size groups 
Py » Petersen, data "by rotenone treatment. 
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due largely to sampling error. 
Ponds that were rated as unsuccessful gave estimates of bluegills 
considerably below those of the successful ponds (Table 26), Here 
poundages ranged from 30 to 75 pounds per acre. 
Population estimates for bass were difficult to obtain, fhe seine 
> 
was not an effective device for taking bass, and bass once marked were 
not often recaptxired. Pond 46, a small tenth-acre pond, offered 
evidence of the low efficiency of seines in capttiring bass, ITwo 
large bass were first captured and marked, Two days later only one 
of these Wfi» recaptured in three seine hauls, each of which covered 
SO to 90 percent of the pond. Estimates are available for bass in 
only three ponds (Table 27), one of which contained large numbers of 
yearling bass. 
Swinge (1950) offers a method of determining population balance 
in ponds from the ratio of the wei^t of all forage fish (P) to the 
weight of all piscivorous (carnivorous) fish (0), All sizes of fish 
including young-of-year are incltided in his computations. While the 
estimates for Iowa ponds are based entirely on fish 3*3 inches and 
over in total length, F/C ratios based on these estimates are probably 
only slightly lower than they would be if the weight of the smaller 
fish were known. Appropriate !?/C ratios have been determined for the 
three ponds for which the bass were estimated. Pond 12, with 236 
pounds of bluegills and 18 potinds of bass has an P/0 ratio of 13# 
which classifies it as overcrowded %^ith bluegills. Inspection of the 
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lable 27, Population Estimates, Bass, Successful 
Pana Ponds, 1950 
Pond 
number 
Date Type of 
estimate 
used* 
Bass 
per acre, 
number 
Standard error 
of estimate, 
percent 
Bass 
per acre, 
pounds 
12 7/IV5O Sch 77 6 Ig 
25 6/lb/50 Sch sa 33 go 
7/22/50 Sch 657 zk Sh 
, 
S/16/50 P 9S3 96 
51 6/15/50 Sch 70 61 kl 
• 
Q^es of estimate are as follows: 
Sch. s Sclxunacher and Eschme^er 
P simple Petersen. 
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age and growth data for this pond reveal four year classes of Tjass 
ranging from H,5 to 15.0 inches, rJid three year classes of hluegills, 
50 percent of the last ^ecies being six inches or more long. 
The low rate of recapture of bass is thought partly responsible for 
the high I*/0 ratio. !Ehis pond offered good fishing and was listed 
as highly successful, 
The P/0 ratio for Pond 25 ranged from 1.3 to 0.1 according to 
' the different estimates of wei^ts. Under Swingle this pond would 
be classified as seriously overcrowded with bass. The numerous 
yearling bass in this pond ranged from 3*7 inches to 6.0 inches 
total length, and the lower sizes may have been serving as forage 
fish to some extent. The bluegills were present in four age classes 
and in sizes from 3»5 to S.6 inches. 
The last pond for whids. there is an estimate of bass showed 
an f/0 ratio of 3»5» which is well within Swingle's range of balanced 
populations. 
With a single exception (Pond 51) numbers of bullheads adequate 
for population estimates were in ponds containing noticeably low 
populations of bass. Pond 51 was a successful pond with a good 
balance of bass and bluegills, and also contained bullheads estim­
ated at 23 individuals weiring two pounds. The high poundages of 
bullheads for Ponds 16 and ^1 (Table 2g), as proven by pick-up 
following rotenone treatment, are characteristic of species having 
short food chains (Thompson, 19^1). 
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Table 28, Population Estimates, Black Bullheads 
Unsuccessful Jarm Ponds, 19^9 and 1950 
Pond Data lype of Bxillheads Standard error Bullheads 
number estimate per acre. of estimate. per acre. 
used* number percent pounds 
13 g/ll/50 
g/ll/50 
Sch 
P 
r 
372 
10638 
87 12 
351 
l6 S/16/H9 
g/is/if9 
Sch 3k3S 
Pick-up**11751 
38 
^53 
30 5/2g/50 
7/11/50 
Sch 
Sch 
167 
203 
58 
15 
1+1 . g/l6/U9 
g/16/49 
8/17/^9 
8/17/^9 
g/lS/U9 
Sch 
?s 
Sch 
Pick-
5370 
5603 
1625 
1611 
•up** 5621 
7 
9 
275 
287 
83 
83 
288 
k6 7/a/50 P 
^8 
990 
SMO 
134 
113 
• 
I!ypes of estimate eore as follows: 
Sch = Schumacher and Eschmeyer 
P » simple Petersen 
Pg » Petersen, "based on size groups 
Pj, a Petersen, data "by rotenone treatment. 
Actual pick-up following rotenone treatment. 
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The estimate of 23 pounds of white crappies for Pond 6 (Table 29), 
when added to the estimate of bluegills, suggests that this pond has 
a rather high carrying capacity, lawrence (1952) estimated this 
pond to carry 101 to 19^ pounds of "bluegills, "but did not estimate 
the crappies. 
Table 29. Population Estimates, Miscellaneous Fishes 
1950 
Pond 
number Sate 
Species 
estimated 
Type of 
estimate 
used* 
fish per 
acre, 
number 
Standard 
error of 
estimate, 
•percent 
Pish per 
acre, 
lbs. 
2 S/lO/50 Grapple P 58 
g/lO/50 Grapple P 8 h2B — 60 
6 S/27/50 Grapple P I2U 23 
13 8/11/50 Orange-
65 Uo spotted Sch S91 
S/17/50 sunfish P 
r 
783 35 
4i 
Types of estimate are as follows; 
Sch B Scfaomacher and Ischmeyer 
P = simple Petersen 
P B Petersen, based on size groups 
P® s Petersen, data by rotenone treatment. 
The orangespotted sunfish listed for Pond 13 was undoubtedly 
part of the stoclriLag combination five years previous and had apparent­
ly maintained a relatively stable position in con^jetition with blue-
gills, for estimated poundages are not greatly different. The combined 
estimated poundage for the two sunfishes in this pond was 9^ to II5 
pounds per acre. 
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711. EXPBRIOTm POPUMIIOir MAHAGEMiaif 
Livestock liave priority usage of the water in Iowa farm ponds 
and it is not generally possi"ble to drain and restock ponds contain­
ing unsatisfactory fish populations. On this Tiasia some attempts 
were made to revive fish populations in the study ponds by several 
different methods, 
A. Supplemental Stocking 
In the few years prior to the present study, technicians of 
the Marion County Soil Conservation District attempted to correct 
existing Txnbalanced populations hy a second stocking of hass or hlue-
gills or hoth. In the present study further attempts of this nature 
were made to "bring ponds bade into effective production. Pingerling 
bass and bluegills were moved from nearby ponds where reproduction 
was known to be high, and rates of stocking were usually somewhat 
higher than an original stocking. In some cases yearling bass or 
adult bluegills were used rather than fingerlings (Ponds 3, 27, 30). 
As shown by Table 30, most of the at tenets have failed, probably 
for the same reasons that the first stockings failed in those ponds. 
Restocking attempts are not apt to succeed in ponds that tend to be 
at low level during the winter or that have a history of previous 
winterkill. 
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Table ResultB of Supplemental Stocking in 
Unbalanced Parm Ponds, I9H6 - 1950 
Year of Pond Species 
supplemental numl^ers stocked 
stocking 
Results of stocking 
19^6 
I9U6 16,33 
191^7 20,if9 
Bass 
Bass and 
liluegills 
Bass 
19US 7.32, H6 Bass 
I9I4S l6,2i;,i}2 Bass and 
•bluegills 
19^9 19»35»37. Bass 
^,59 
19U9 16 Biuegiil 
1950 2^,30,^9 Bass 
1950 16 
1951 16 
Bass and 
.bluegills 
Bass and 
"blu^ills 
Success 
Failure in Pond 16, success 
in Pond 33 
Success in Pond 20, failure 
in Pond i|-9 
Failure in all ponds 
Failure in Ponds 16 and 2lj-, 
success in Pond ^ 2 
Failure in Ponds 19*35»37»^» 
success in Pond 59 
Failure 
Failure in Pond 2k, success in 
Ponds 30 and U9 
Failure 
Results not known 
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B. Eotenone treatment and 
Restockizig 
In all, ei^t ponds of the 6o in the Marion Oormty study area 
have Ijeen treated with rotenone to remove undesirable populations. 
Tvo ponds were treated in 19^8 by previous investigators, and the 
other six vere treated during the present study. Infonnation 
on these treatments is tabxilated in !Dahle 31* 
It is obvious that treatment with rotenone is not often 100 
percent effective in eradication resistant species such as bull­
heads. In spite of this failure in getting couplet© kills of bull­
heads, rotenone treatment and subsequent restocking have been 
effective in re-establishing some farm fish ponds. Ponds restocked 
with bass and bluegills the same fall have not shown heavy bull­
head reproduction the following year, except where the restocked 
fish failed to survive, 
0. Eemoval by Seine 
One atteaipt was made to control a fish population by seining 
and removal. On inspection of Pond 6 in early summer of 1950, 
there appeared to be large numbers of adult white orappies and very 
large numbers of yoting-of-year orappies, plus good rexoroduction of 
bass and some reproduction of bullheads. Because it seemed liiraly 
that the crappies would soon dominate the pond an effort was made 
to remove as many of the crappies as possible. All that could be 
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(Dable 3I. 3Rotenone Treatmeat of Eight ^'arm Ponds 
Pond Year 
ntuaber treated 
Species 
present 
Success of treatment and restocking 
29 
16 
In 
55 
13 
55 
19^ 
19^+8 
isks 
19^9 
19^+9 
19^9 
1950 
1950 
1950 
Bullheads Complete kill; pond successfully 
restodssd 
Bluegills, black Kill of all but a very few bull-
crappies, bull- heads; successfully restocked 
heads, golden 
shiners 
Bullheads Incomplete kill; never successfully 
restocked 
Bullheads Kill of all but a few bullheads; 
successfully restocked 
BtiUheads Kill of all but a few bullheads; 
successfully restocked 
Bullheads Kill of all but a few bullheads; 
not restocked immediately, bull­
heads reproduced and had to be 
treated a second time 
Bass, blue- Kill thought to be nearly coi!5>lete; 
gills, crappies, success of restocking unknown 
bullheads 
Bluegill, orange- Kill thought complete 
spotted Bonfish, 
bullheads 
Bullheads Kill thought coii^lete 
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economically taken with a large 6o foot seine were removed, as were 
large ntuabers of the young-of-year crappies. The population estimated 
during this seining was estimated at crappies, and 105 were removed. 
Study of scales from these crappies and from a series of U5 crappies 
taken the following year showed that the year class so prominent in 
1950 had increased ftom a mean length of 7*5 inches to a mean-length 
of 10*8 inches in the year's time. In the same time the 1S50 class 
had grown to a length of 6.7 inches. 
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7III. SOMMAEY 
1. This study was conducted to ascertain the present condition 
of farm fish ponds in a limited area and to search for factors in 
their history primarily contributing to success or lack thereof of 
their fish populations, 
I 2, Data for 6o farm fish ponds in Marion County, Iowa, were 
gathered from records of the local Soil Conservation District, the 
farm people on the land, and "by personal investigation of the ponds 
and their fishes, and are preserved for use of future investigators. 
3, Most of the ponds studied were constructed on silt loam 
soils may be in contact with clay sub-soils. 
The ponds received a preliminary inspection of a general 
nature and, if the pond and its fish population justified it, then 
a detailed study of the fish population was made over one or more 
summers. Fish were gathered by seining, trapping and rotenone treat­
ment, and data on length, weight and age of individual fish collected. 
Populations of each fish were estimated where possible to do so by 
the marking and recovery technique. 
5. A successful fish pond is. defined as one providing, or 
capable of providing, a crop of harvestable fish over a period of 
years. 
6. Size of the ponds studied varied from one-tenth acre to 
two acres. There was little discernible relationship between pond 
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size and success, other than that ponds smaller than one-half acre 
were less successful than ponds one-half acre and larger. Ponds 
one-tenth acre in size were not successful. 
7. The hass-ljluegill combination produced fishing in new ponds 
within two years under fa'vorai)le conditions, fifteen of 26 tass-
bluegill ponds were successful, and four of 18 "bass-bluegill-hullhead 
ponds were successful. Bass appeared al)le to control reproduction 
of 'bullheads in the average pond. 
8. ?here was little discernible correlation between stocking 
ratios of bluegills to bass and success. The rates of stockizig within 
the range of 300 to 1000 bluegills per acre in combination with bass 
had little influence on future success or failure. Populations in 
some fish ponds were successful over a long period of years, 
9. Fencing the pond area to exclude livestock was almost the 
only pond management practice widely complied with. Fertilization 
as a management practice, even when recommended, was not widely 
accepted by pond owners. 
10, Very few of the ponds supported any amount of fishing. 
Harvest at the most heavily fished ponds did not exceed 65 pounds 
of fish per acre per year. 
11. Turbidity due to fine s\aBpended clay was probably a factor 
delaying growth of bass. Aquatic vegetation was not an important 
factor in determining success of fish populations in this series of 
ponds. 
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12, Ihe minnow seine technique advocated by Swingle was used 
in the preliminary and some periodic inspections of the ponds and 
gave fair results con5)ared with information revealed ty larger 
seines. The method was not always properly timed to detect young-of-
year fish and did not always detect bullhead populations, 
13. Ihe length-weight relationship of the largaaiouth bass 
was best described by the e<pation: 
Log W « -I.U50 + 3*136 IiOg I" 
which indicates that the weight of an individual bass increased some­
what more rapidly than the cube of the total length, 
1^, !Ehe bass in the present study were in relatively poor condi­
tion compared with bass from other areas, but grew more rapidly than 
those from other Iowa isQJouadments and better than the average of 
those from some midwestern lakes, Bass in Iowa ponds reached the 
legal length of ten inches daring their third summer of life. 
They reached minimum spawning size during their third sxamner and 
probably spawned for the first time the following spring. Bass in 
newly stocked ponds grew more rapidly and usually spawned as two-
year olds. Spawning occurred annually for the most part. 
15. The length-mreight relationship of the bluegill was best 
described by the formola: 
log W = -1.360 + 3.2S2 Log L 
which indicates that the bluegills increased in weight somewhat more 
rapidly than the cube of the total length. 
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16. '•'••he bluegills from the farm ponds were poor to average in 
relative plumpness. Growth of bluegills in ponds having balanced 
populations was generally good, total lengths at successive annali 
being 1.7, ^ .1» b.l, and J,0 inches. Growth in ponds not displaying 
balanced populations was noticeably slower. In new ponds bluegills 
usually reached spawning size at one year of age, but growth in 
established ponds was slower, and bluegills probably did not spawn 
at one year. In the Iowa ponds the time of bluegill spawning was 
shown to vary widely, in some cases there was no apparent hatch of 
bluegills Tintil August. 
17. White crappies seemed to reprodace almost amroally in Iowa 
farm ponds, The weight of crappies increased sli^tly more rapidly 
than did the cube of the length, Crappies from two of the ponds 
were intermediate in plumpness when compared with those reported in 
other Iowa studies. Growth of the crappie was rather slow in the 
ponds studied, three growing seasons being necessary to produce a 
fish of harvestable size, 
IS, Ponds that were rated as being successful gave population 
estimates for bluegills generally ranging from 100 to kOO pounds per 
acre. Ponds that were rated as being tinsuccessful gave estimates 
of bluegills considerably lower, such estimates ranging from 30 to 
75 po\inds. Estimates of bass were obtained for only three ponds, 
all of which had been classified as being successful. 
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19. Attempts to correct esisting unbalanced populations "by a 
supplemental stocking of "bass or bluegills or both, were not often 
successfulf usually because of winterkill* Hotenone treatment and 
subsequent restocking were generally successful in re-establishing 
fish ponds, even where bullheads were not entirely eliminated by the 
rotenone. One attempt to control a heavy population of white crappies 
by seining and removal resulted in greatly increased growth of the 
roaaining crappies but did not eliminate them or their r^roduction. 
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Pond 1 Data 
KAMB; Wyatt Applegate 
LOCATION: mi/k Section 13 R20W, Marioa Oouaty, Iowa 
SIZE: 0.6 acre 
GfiOTOED COYER OH LAHD 13R&.IH2ID: "JO percent timothy, 30 percent row 
crops 
SHAlLO^f WAITER TOG'STATIOH: A few cattails and numerous seedling 
willows in 1951 
SIPOOZIHG- HISTORY: 19U9—30 largemouth basa, 300 bluegills, all 
fingerlinga 
MAHAfiEMEHT: fenced from livestock 
lUSPECTIOHS: July I3, 1951—Young-of-year Tiass, abundant yotmg-of-
year bluegills, 1 two-inch bluegillj water colored gray-
brown with suspended clay 
POHILATIOH ESTIl-IAIES: An atten^t to trap enough fish for a popula­
tion estimate was made in August, 1951 but catch was very 
meager and attempt was canceled. 
EE^^ARES: Pond thought to be infertile, fish population low 
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Pond 2 Data 
UJUCE; Avery Brothers 
LOOATIOH; mi/k Section 13 TJUh R19¥ Marion County, Iowa 
SIZE: 0,36 acre 
GHOUltO COTSIR OH LAUD DEIAIHKD: ITall bluegrass and slscellaneous 
herbs and shrubs 
SH&IjLOif WATER VS&ETAfPIOU: Occasional rushes and willows 
SfOCKISG- HISTOBY: I9HH—Bullheads, crappies, "bass, "bluegills and 
green sunfish stocked from the creek 
I5I+5—25 largemouth bass, 250 bluegills, all fingerlings 
1950—'Restocked with bass and bluegills after treatment 
with rotenone 
MAHAGrEJIl]!®: Bnishpiles and rocikpiles installed for fish "shelter" 
at time pond was built 
Pond area fenced from livestock 
Pone treated with rotenone in 1950 and then restocked 
INSPECTIOHSi July 15, 1950—Abundant young-of-year bass, abundant 
young-of-year white crappies, some young-of-year bluegills, 
some yoting-of-year bullheads, some two-inch sind larger blue­
gills 
POHJLATION ESTIMATES; August, 1950—^Recovery of fish following treat­
ment with rotenone gave estimates of l2 bass, 126 to 12S 
bluegills, IU9 to 15^ white crappies, 58 bullheads, for a 
total weight of 80,7 pounds 
REMARKS; Fish marked for population estimate August 7, I950, but 
because of brush and rock obstructions, too few fish could be 
recovered with the seine for an estimate to be meide. 
Study of scales from fish taken in I950 indicated the 19^, 
the 19^7 the 19^9 year classes of bass present; the I9U7, 
the 19^ and the 19^9 year class of bluegills present; the 
19^5» 19^6» 19^7» 19^8, 19^9» 1950 year classes of white 
crappies present. 
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Pond 3 Data 
H.AKE!; Howard Beebout 
LOGATIOH: WSl/Hmi/k Section 13 R20¥ Marion Ootmty, Iowa 
SIZE: 0.3 sere 
GROUHD OOTTEa. OH LAKD DRAIUED: "JO percent 'bluegrass, 30 percent row 
crops 
StoDOW WATER VSaSTAlIOI: Hone 
STOCKIHG HISTOET: iglA—SO largemouth bass, 150 bluegills, 20 black 
bullheads, all fingerlings 
19^—Adult bluegills added after inspection showed two sizes 
of bass, some bullheads, but no bluegills 
MKTAtJEMENT: Fenced from livestock 
IHSEBCTIOHS: July 12, 19i^9—three-inch bluegills, one large 
black bullhead, one unidentified minnow; pond very muddy. 
POPULATIOH ESTIMATES: Not made 
EMARES: 19^2—Pond used as a source of bass for stocking 
Apparent winterkill of fish I9H6-I9H9 
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Poixd h Data 
NAME: Virgil Beeljout 
LOCATIOJT: S^fl/l^ Section l6 T7te E20¥ Marion County, Iowa 
SIZE: 0.25 acre 
GSOUKP COVER OS LAHD DRAINED; Sparce laluegrass pasture 
SEAIiOff WAIER VEftEIATION: Some cattails in I95O, many cattails 
in 1951 
STOOmG HISTORr: I9H7—50 largemouth bass, 500 bluegills, all 
fingerlings 
MAM&EMEHS?: Fenced from livestock 
IKSPBCTIOHS: July 12, 19i^9—Young-of-year bluegills; 1 six-inch 
bass, two-inch bluegills, adolt bluegills; water maddy with 
fine clay 
July 15, 1950--Toung-of-year bass, young-of-year bluegills; 
two-inch and three-inch bluegills; water muddy with fine clay 
June 27, 1951—^Abtindant yo\ing-of-year bass, young-of-year 
bluegills, young-of-year goldfish; water muddy with fine clay 
POHJLAflOU ISTniftlPES: Sot made 
BEMjffiKS; Water apparently continuously muddy with fine clay, 
Parmer reported partial winterld.ll of fish 1950-1951 
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Pond 5 Data 
HAMS: Say Beem 
LOCAIIOK; SEl/^ Section 5 ^ 7^ S20^7 Marion Ccfunty, Iowa 
SIZE: 0.5 acre 
GROUHD COVER OH LAND ISlAIHEDj 90 percent "bluegrass pasture, 10 
percent contoured rowcrops 
I ' 
SHAIiLOW WATER VE&£!EA.TIO]Sr: Some willows, mch filanentous algae, soste 
patches of Potanogeton Spirillus, some Scirpus atravirens 
STOOZIH& HISTORY{ 19I13—30 largemouth "bass, HOO bluegills, all 
fingerlings 
MAITASEMEH'T: Fenced from livestock 
IKSPECIIOIS; Jane 30» 19^9—^o'Qsig-of-year "bass, young-of-year 
bluegills; 1 nine-inch bass, abiondant two-inch and larger 
bluegills 
July 11, 1950—^Young-of-year bass, young-of-year bluegills; 
five-inch bass, tremendous numbers of three-inch bluegills; 
water muddy 
Jane 2g, 1951—^Young-of-year bass, 1 young-of-year bluegill; 
two-inch bluegills; water brown with plankton algae 
August 22, 1951—^few young-of-year bass, two sizes of young-
of year bluegills; one six-inch bass, few three-inch bluegills 
POHJLAIION BSTIMAiEBS: Ko estimates possible in 1950 and I951 because 
of interference with seine by filamentous alga© 
EEMAEiZS: Pond reportedly produced good fishing in 19^7 a^tid 19^6 
Study of scales from fish taken July 13, 1950» indicated that 
bass 2,li inches to 3*5 inches long were young-of-the-year. 
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Pond 6 Cata 
HIKE: William Blackman (STorth) 
lOCATIOH: SEl/ll- Section 31 Tjl+IT R19W Marion County, Iowa 
SIZE; 0.7 acre 
6BGQ1SI) COVM OH LAHD 33BAIIIED: Bed clover and liluegrass 
SHALLOW WAITER YEXJETAflOH; Oatgrass (Leersia) and Eeed Canary G-rass 
STOOKIKG HISTCEY: 19UH~20 largemouth bass, 150 "bluegills, 25 "black 
•biillheads, 30 white crappies, all finger lings 
KAHAGEMMO?: Penced from livestock 
Fertilized with S-S-S analysis fertilizer in 19^9* 200 pounds 
in 1950, 120 pounds in 1951 
105 white crappies removed "by seine in 195O 
Pished by farm family as field work permitted, with set lines, 
bank poles and fly rods. 
IKSEECTIOHS; July 15, 1950—^Young-of-year bass, young-of-year crappies; 
water colored brown with plankton algae; examination of stomach 
contents of several heavy-bodied young-of-year bass revealed 
young crappies and young bullheads. 
August S, 1950—^Young-of-year bass, very many small young-of-
year bluegills, young-of-year crappies 
June 26, 1951—^Many young-of-year bass 
August 3, 1951—Young-of-year bass, young-of-year crappies 
August 27, 195I—-Young-of-year bass, young-of-year crappies 
POHJLATION ES1PIMA5CES: July I5, 1950—Estimate by marking and recap­
ture with seine of 1516 bluegills, 23S to 2H4 crappies 
August S, 1950—Estimate by recapture with seine of 1,^22 blue­
gills, 90 crappies 
August 3» 1951—Estimates by marking and recapture with seine 
of 839 bluegills, 87 crappies 
August 21, 1951—Estimate by angling of 170O bluegills 
August 27, 1951—Estimates by recapture by seine of 
bluegills 
Aagast, 1951—Estimates by markiixg and recapture with traps of 
2,550 to 2,608 bluegills^ for a total of 1S6 to 190 pounds 
John M. Lawrence. 1952 A trapping experiment to estimate the 
bluegill population in a farm pond. Proc, Iowa Aced. Sci, 59:^75-^79. 
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Pond 6 Data (continued) 
EEMAHKS: In August, 1951» 19 man-hours of experimental fishing 
harvested 57 IJluegills, 4 liass and 2 crappies 
Study of scales from fish, taken in 1950 1951 indicated the 
ig^S, I9I19, 1950 and 1951 year classes of bass, the I9U7, 
19^9» 1950 year classes of laluegills, the 19^6, 19^7» 19^» 
19^9» 1950, 1951 year classes of crappies were successful. 
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Pond 7 Data 
ITMB: William Blackman (West) 
LOCATION: SEl/k Section 31 Tjte E19W Marion County, Iowa 
SIZE; 0.3 acre 
GHOimD COTSR 01 LAUD BEAU®): Bluegrass pasture 
SHALLOW WAIEER TECS-ETAIIOH: Some cattails 
ST00231IG- HIS^OEI: 19^6—25 largemouth Ijass fingerlings stocked 
over existing population of "bluegills, green sunfish, white 
crappies 
MAHA&EMMT: Fenced from livestock 
UTSPECIIOIJS: July lU, 1950—Three-inch and four-inch l)luegills, 
green sunfish and orange-spotted sunfish, five-inch 
crappies 
POHJIATIOI BSTIMAOSS: Not made 
HEMAEKS: Pond never fished by anyone. 
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Pond S Data 
Aatoine Blom 
lOCATIOU: mi/k Section 36 I771I EISW Marion County, Iowa 
SIZE: 0.33 acre 
GaOUlJD com oh laud DBAIEED; Timothy pasture 
SHALLOW WAIER VE&EIAillOlI: A few cattails 
STOCmG HISG?OiaT: 191^9—25 largemouth l>aa8,250 hluegills, all 
fingerliags 
KltMGiSMWSi fenced from livestock 
INSEBCTIONS: July 3I, 1951—Young-of-year bass, yoring-of-year 
bluegills; yery many bluegills 1 1/2 to 3 inches long; 
water larown with plankton algae, some filamentous algae 
along shorelines 
POPOLAITIOH ESTI14AT1S; Hot made 
BEMAEKS: Hone 
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Pond 9 Data 
MHB: Lawrence Blom 
LOCATION: mi/k Section 25 TfSs EISW Marion County, Iowa 
SXZS; 0*3 acre 
SROUHD COVER OU LMD DEAETUD: Alfalfa 
SHALLOW WAESR TEGECATIOII: Hone 
Siocma HISl'QET: I9IA—Black tullheads 
19^—30 largemouth "bass, 300 bluegills, all finger lings 
1951—3S largemoutlx Tiass, 300 tiluegills, all fingerlings 
MAMG-EMEKT; 19I+S—Chemically treated with rotenone, then restocked 
and fertilized with SO pounds of 4-16-0 analysis fertilizer 
191+g—fertilized with 80 pounds of S-S-S analysis fertilizer 
DTSEBCIIOUS: July I9, 19ltg^~Mult Tjullheads 
July 13, 1949—Young-of-year "bluegills; seven-inch bass, 
adult bluegills 
July IS, 1950~Young-of-year bass, young-of-year bluegills; 
adult bass, three-inch and larger bluegills; water low and 
mddy 
August 2, 1951—No fish present 
POPULATION ESTIMAiniSt July, 194S^—An estimate by marking and 
recapture with seine of 769 bullheads; an estimate by later 
recovery through rotenone treatment of 1,96U bullheads 
EEMARES: 1950-1951—Winterkill under conditions of low water level 
Kenneth D. Carlaader. 19l}g. Manuscript data, on file. 
Cooperative Fisheries Sesearch Unit. 
2 
Reynold A. Predin. 1950* Pish population estimates in 
ponds using the marlcing and recovery tedtoiaue. I.S.C, Jour, 
24:363-334. 
Iowa 
small 
Science 
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Pond 10 Data 
HAKE: 0. S. Bowery 
LOCATIOH; Ml/U Section 2S tjGiT E21W Marion County, Iowa 
SIZE: 0.3 acre 
GrSOUHD OOVSR OH LAND 3EJJHED; Bluegrass pastiire 
SHALLOW WATER VEGBTATIOHj lone 
S^POCKIUG HISTOET; I9U5—15 largemouth "bass, 110 'bluegills, 
10 black •bullheads, all fingerlings 
MAHAfilMEKT: None 
INSPECTIONS; July 11, 19^9—Hany small 'bullheads 
July 30, 1951—Young-of-year bullheads; water dark "brown 
with roiled mud, pond ai^arently "badly silted 
POPULATION ISTIMAH^IS; Not made 
BSMAEIS: None 
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Pond 11 Data 
KAME; John Brucklander 
LOCATIONS mi/k Section 13 TjltN R20W Marion County, Iowa 
SI2E: O.H acre 
GrROnND COTEIR ON LA.HD SBAUSTHiS: Bluegrass pasture 
SHALLOW WAEER VIGETATIOH: Sone 
STOCKING HIS2QRT; 19^9—12 largemouth 1)388, 180 bluegills, all 
fingerlings, stocked over an existing population of black 
"bulllieads 
MAUAGEMOTO?: Ko attempts at management by the farmer 
INSHiCTIOlJS: July 13, 1951—Many young-of-year bullheads; some 
foTir-inch bullheads; water khaki-colored with suspended 
clay 
POFOLATION ESTIMATES; Hot made 
EEMARKS; Pond accessible to livestock; bass and bluegills 
apparently winterkilled 19^19-50 or I95O-51 
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Pond 12 Data 
HAMS; Billy Bye 
lOCATIOK: SW1/1| Section 22 0)751 E20¥ Marion County, Iowa 
SIZE: 0»3 acre 
GROUHD OOVIE OH LiHD 2®AIHEDj 90 percent bluegrass, 10 percent row crops 
SHALLOW VMm 7EGBa?AlI0H: Outgrass (Leersia) 
STOCKIHG- HISTOEYS 19M-5--50 largemouth bass, 750 bluegills, indefinite 
number of golden shiners, all fingerlings 
MAHAGrSMEtlf: Fenced from livestock 
IHSPECTIOHS; Jvily 20, 19^^—^Young-of-year bluegills; yearling and adult 
bluegills 
July iM-, 1950—Young-of-year bass, abundant young-of-year blue­
gills, two-inch and larger bluegills, three-inch and larger 
golden shiners; water brom with plankton algae 
June 2S, 1951—Many young-of-year bass, some young-of-year 
bluegills, two-inch and three-inch bluegills 
August 29, 1951—Young-of-year bass, young-of-year bluegills; 
one large bluegill, one five-inch golden shiner; water brown 
with plankton algae 
POPOLATIOH 2ISTIMA5EBS: July 22, 19^ —An estimate by marking and 
recapture with seine of 12 bass, 351 bluegills, 22 golden 
shiners 
July lU, 1950—^An estimate by marking and recapture with 
seine of 23 bass, 393 bluegills, 15 golden shiners 
BMABKSt Study of scales showed presence of 19^2 year class of bass 
although seine inspection did not reveal any young that year 
Study of scales of fish taken in 1950 showed the 19^7» 19^» 
I9U9 and 1950 year classes of bass, and the 19^+7• 19^ and 19H9 
year classes of bluegills were successful 
^Kenneth D. Carlander. 19^* Manuscript data, on file, Iowa 
Cooperative Fisheries Eesearch Unit. 
Reynold A. Fredin. 1950. Fish population estimates in small 
ponds using the marking and recovery technique. I.S.C. Jour. Science 
24:363-3Slt. 
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Pond 13 Data 
NJ^dE: iEToel Chambers 
LOCATIOK: ma/h section 23 TfOs H21¥ Marion County, Iowa 
SIZE; 0.33 aw® 
GrHOUND COYES OH LA3SfB DRA.IEEDj SO percent mixed herba and passes, 
20 percent contoured row crops 
SHALIXJW WATER VEGETATIOH: Extensive cattails in shallow upper 
end of pond 
STOCKING- HISTOEY: 19^5—3 largemouth bass, 75 bluegills, 5 black 
boillheads, all fingerlings 
1950—^After rotenone treatment, restocked with 2o large-
mouth bass, 200 bluegills, all fingerlings 
MAHAGBJiSFr; Fenced from livestock 
Unbalanced population treated with rotenone in 1950, and 
pond restocked 
EJSJEOTIOIIS; July 18, 1950—Jew young-of-year bluegills (?); 
many three-inch and four-inch bluegills, many three-inch 
and four-inch orange spotted sunfish; water muddy with fine 
suspended clay 
August 7» 1950—Same as above with addition of young-of-
year bullheads; adult bullheads 
POPOlAiriOH' ESTIMATES: August 11, 1950—Estimate by marking and 
recapture with seine of 7^ bluegills, 297 orange-spotted ^ 
sunfish, 126 bullheads 
Estimate by recovery with rotenone treatment of 1 baas, 
621 bluegills, 261 orange-spotted sunfish, 3»5^6 black 
bid.lheads 
SEMARKS; Parmer reported catching and removing one of the three 
bass the year after stocking 
Study of scales of the one bass taken in I950 showed it 
belonged to the 19^5 year class. 
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Pond lif Data 
NAME: Boyd Coffman 
LOCATIOIT; mi/k Section 29 17% R20W Marion County, Iowa 
SIZE: 0.5 acre 
GEOTJHD COVES OH LAHD DSADTED: Sluegrass pasture 
SHALLOW WATER 7SGETATI0E: Heed canary grass, some willows 
STOOKETa HISTOET: 19^^—15 largemouth bass, 150 bluegills, 
25 black bullheads, all fingerlings 
I9U6—15 largemouth bass fingerling added after seine 
sampling showed only bluegills present 
MAHAfilMSNT; Fenced trosi livestock, and area within the fence 
planted to trees 
IKSPECTIOUS: July 12, 19^9~~1 twelve-inch bass, many five-inch 
bluegills 
June 13, 1950—Yoting-of-year bass; ten-inch bass, five-inch 
bluegills; many bullfrog tadpoles 
June 29, 1951—Three-inch to five-inch bluegills 
August 2S, 1951—Young-of-year bluegills; 1 five-inch bass, 
five-inch bluegills; water brown with plankton algae 
POPULATIOH ESTDIAIES: June l\ I95O—Estimate by marking and 
recapture with seine of 6 bass, S87 bluegills, 37 bullheads 
EMAEKS; Trees about pond hinder wind movements and interfere 
with fishing 
Inspections in June of I950 and June of 1951 were probably 
too early seasonally to detect yoting bluegills 
Study of scales of fish taken in 1950 showed that the I9H9 
year class of bass and the 19^6, 19%, 19^ and 19^49 year 
classes of bluegills were successful. 
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pond 15 Data 
HAMS; Harold Dale Core 
LOCATION; SE1/1+ Section 9 T761I R20W Marion County, Iowa 
SIZE: 0.5 acre 
GROTJHD COVER OH LAICD DRAIKED: I9H9—50 percent bluegrass^ 50 
percent row crops 
1951—50 percent 'bluegrass, 50 percent hay crops 
SHAlIiOW WATER VEGEIATIOH: Hone 
STOCKIHG- HISTORY: 19^+7—70 largemouth bass, JOO bluegills, all 
fingerlings 
MAHAG-EMEHT; Fenced from lirestock 
IHSPSCTIOIS; Jime 2S, 191^9—One young-of-year bass; several two-
inch bluegills, several three-inch black bullheads, many 
blunt-nosed minows; water muddy 
July 12, 19U9—One young-of-year bass; some two-inch blue-
gills, 1 fourteen-inch bass, very many blunt-nosed minnows; 
water muddy 
August 9f I95O—Yoting-of-year bluegills, young-of-year 
minnows; three-inch bluegills, three-inch rainnors; water 
muddy 
July 31» 1951—2 young-of-year bullheads, very many minnows 
of all sizes; water brovm with plankton algae 
POPULATIOH ESTII-iA-EBS: Hot made 
RMARB3: During fall of 1950 farmer removed with seine 3 large 
bass totalling nine pounds 
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Pond 16 Data 
KAICB: Don Den Adel 
LOCATION; SWl/U Section 16 077^ HISW Marion County, Iowa 
SI2S; 0.7 acre 
(SROUHD COVER OH LABD DEIAIICBD: 50 percent in T)luegrass-tiin"ber 
pasture, 50 percent in crop land 
SKi&IiLOW ¥A5!BiR VEG-E2ATI0N; Outgrass (Leersia) 
STOCiCCHG HISTORYj 19H1^—Largemouth hass, "bluegills, black b\jll-
heads, all fingerlings 
19^6—largemouth bass, bluegills, all fingerlings 
I9HS—go largemouth bass, SCO bluegills, all fingerlings 
19^9—35 largemouth bass, 350 bluegills, all fingerlings 
1950—Experimental stocking of Mo yearling bass 
1951—50 largemouth bass fingerlings 
MMAGEMEJIT: igUS—Fertilized with 2S0 pounds of g-S-g analysis 
fertilizer 
19U5—Fertilized with 120 pounds of S-g-8 analysis fertilizer 
1949—Pond treated with rotenone, then restocked 
dSPECTIOHS: July 13, 19^9—^aany small bullheads 
July Ig, 1950~numerou8 young-of-year bullheads; water 
colored de^ green with plankton algae 
July 31, 195I—-1 five-inch bullhead; water colored dark brown 
with plankton algae 
POPULATIOET ESTIMATES: August 17# 19^9~—An estimate by marking and 
recovery with seine of 3,805 bullheads 
August lg-20, I9H9—Pick-up of fish killed by rotenone treat­
ment totaled 8,679 bullheads or 517 pounds 
EEMAEZS: Farmer reported the bass and bluegills of igW^ stocking died 
"almost immediately" after stocking 
Farmer reported the 19^6 stocking died daring the winter of 
19^7~19^S, when water level was down to a maximum of 4- feet 
In 19^9 stocking of bass and bluegills had disappeared' by 
the followii]g summer 
Water levels approximately three feet below spillway by mid­
summer of both 1950 and 1951 
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Pond 17 Data 
NAME: Ward Duncan 
lOCATIOir: SWl/1^ Section 33 1751 I120W Marion County, Iowa 
SIZE; 0.5 acre 
GROUHD C07ER OIT LA2JD DEADTEDs Bluegrass pasture 
SHALLOW WAEBR VSGETATIOU; None 
STOCEIFG HISTORY: 19^9—2^ largemouth bass, 2ko bluegills, all 
fingerlings 
KANAG'SMMT: Hone 
lUSPECTIOHS; July 13» 1951~Toung-of-year bass, young-of-year 
bluegills; 1 two-inch bluegill, 1 eight-inch bass; water 
colored gray with suspended clay 
August 30, 1951—^Few yoxmg-of-year bass, abundant young-of-
year bluegills; some txro-inch to five-inch bluegills, 1 
nine-inch bass; \mter gray with suspended clay 
POPDLAIIOH BSTDiAEES: Hot made 
SEMARKS: Hone 
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Pond 18 ])ata 
NAME: lim Fee 
LOCATION: Ml/k Section 9 T75N R20¥ Marion Cotinty, Iowa 
SIZE: O.U acre 
GEOUND COVIR ON LAND BBAINEB: Shm'b'by bluegrass pasture 
SHL&LL0V7 WATER VEGETATION: Some cattails, soae Alisaa sub cor datum 
STOCKING HISTORY: 19^--^ largemouth, bass, 400 bluegills, all 
fingerlings 
MANAGEMENT: Penced from livestock 
INSPECTIONS: July 11, 19^9—Young-of-year bltiegills; 2 seven-inch 
bass; water muddy with suspended clay 
June 15, 1950—Some young-of-year bluegills, several eight-
inch bass, tiiree-inch to six-inch bluegills; water muddy 
June 2g, 195I—Young-of-year bluegills, 1 eight-inch bass, 
two-inch and larger bluegills; water very nniddy with 
suspended clay 
August 23, 1951—Young-of-year bass, two sizes of young-of-
year bluegills; water muddy with suspended clay 
POPULATION ESTBIATES: June 17, I95O'—Estimates by marking and 
recapture with seine of 123 bluegills, if bass, for a total 
of 15 pounds 
REMARKS: Study of scales taken in 1950 indicated presence of 
19^8 year class of bass, and 19^6, 19^7» 19^ and 19^49 year 
classes of bluegills 
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Pond 19 Data 
HAlffi: Tom Pinarty 
LOCATION: SSl/1^ Section k TjhlJ R20W Marion County, Iowa 
SIZE: 0,2 acre 
GROUffi) C07SR OH LAHD DRAIEBD; fiaber 
SHALLOIiT WATER VE&ETATIOU: Some cattails, some sedges 
STOCKIllG- HISTORY: 19^—10 largemouth bass, 100 bluegills, aTl 
fingerlings 
19lj.9--.Experimental stocking of 30 bass fingerlings 
MAETA&EIiSlIT: Uone 
IHSPSOTIOHS; June 30, 19^9~^o-inic3b. and four-inch bluegills 
Jane 29, 1951—Two-inch to three-inch bluegills 
POFJLATION ESTIMATES: Hot made 
RIMAEIES: Hone 
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Pond 20 Data 
HAMl: Bichard Portner 
LOCATION: HBl/U Section 2 a20W Marion County, Iowa 
SIZS: 0.2 acre 
fflOUED COVER ON LA.HD ffiAUlD: 85 percent bluegrass pasture, 
15 percent row crops 
SHALLOW WATm VE&ETATION: None 
STOCKING HISTORY; I9U3—15 largemoutii bass, I50 bluegills, all 
fingerlings 
19^7—50 bass fingerlings added after test seining failed 
to locate bass 
MAlTAGr21MEN!E: Penced from livestock in 19^9» open to livestock 
in 1951 
INSPECTIONS; July 13, 19^9—^Yoxuag-of-year bass, young-of-year 
bluegills, five-inch bluegills; water ntaddy 
POPULATION ESTKMS; Not made 
REMARKS: None 
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Pond 21 Data 
NAIffl: J. W. Preel 
lOCAiriOK: ITBl/^ Section. l6 E21W Marion County, Iowa 
SIZl: 1.2 acres 
GEROOHD COTBR ON LAUD DRAINED: 90 percent timber pasture, 10 
percent row crops 
SHALLC^ WATiJR VKJETATION: None 
STOCKIIKr HISTORY: 19U9—60 largemouth. baas, 600 bluegills, all 
fingerlings, apparently over a previous stocking of b\illheads 
1951—1500 bullheads, all yearling or larger 
MANAfiH-IMI: Open to unrestricted public fishing 
INSPECTIGIIS: July 31t 1951—Many young-of-year bluegills, some 
young-of-year bullheads; much blue-green algae visible in 
shallow water 
POPULATION BSTmATES; Not made 
REMARKS; Spillway severely eroded in 1951 
Much metal junk visible in shallow water 
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Fond 22 ]}ata 
HAME: J. Itawrence Goff 
LOCATION: Section 22 H20¥ Marion County, Iowa 
SIZSt 0*5 acre 
GEOCrKD COTER OH LAHD DEAIMD; Overgrazed Ijluegrass 
SHALLOW WATER VEGBTAHQEr: A few cattails in 1950 
SIOCKCH'G- HISITOHY: 19^4—15 largemoutli bass, 200 bluegills, 
10 white crappiea, 30 "black "bullheads, all fingerlings 
^lA^EMEiNT: Hone 
mSPECTIOHS: July 15, 1950—Young-of-year "bass, young-of-year 
bluegills, young-of-year white crappies; two-inch and 
larger hluegills, five-inch craEpies, 1 seven-inch "bass; 
water nniddy 
POHJLAIIOH SSTIMAEBS; Hot made 
EEMASKS: Spillway cutting "badly in 1950 
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Pond 23 Data 
KAMEj Paul Harp 
LOOJi3?IOU: mi/k Section 10 17611 lacs'; Marion County, Iowa 
SIZEt 0.6 acre 
SROOUD COVES OH LMD DRAIEBD: Bluegrass 
SHALLOW WAfER "VESEIAIIOH! None 
STOCILIKG- HIS2JQRY: 19^3—30 largemouth bass, 300 Tjluegilla, 
2^ "btillheads, all fingerlings 
MmamD: IJone 
IHSPECTIOHS: July 21, 19^l€I^~Aiult bluegills, adult crappies, 
adult green sunfish, adult orange spotted sunfish 
June 2B, I9U9—^IToung-of-year crappies 
August 9, 1950—Few young-of-year crappies, few five-inch 
crappies 
POPULATION ESTIMAIPBSt July 21, 19^ ——Estimate by narking and 
recovery with seine of 3 bass, 355 bluegills, 2i6 crappies, 
11^ btxllheads, 10 orange spotted sanfish 
EBJARKS: Water low in 19^* seepage through the dam aj^arent 
Water only 2 l/2 feet deep in 1950 
Kenneth D, Carlander. 19ll«. Manuscript data, on file, Iowa 
Cooperative Tisheries Research Unit, 
2 
Seynold A, 7redln. 1950« Fish population estimates in small 
ponds using the marking and recovery technique. I.S.C. Joxir. 
Science 21^:363-38^. 
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Pond 2^ Data 
NMS: Albazx Hoch 
LOCATIOU: SB1/1+ Section S  T j k B  E21W Marion County, Iowa 
SIZE: 0.5 acre 
GROUHD COVER OH LA]© EaAIKESD; Bluegrass pasture (some drainage 
comes from county road) 
SHALLOvf WAIia VSGETATIOH: Hone 
STOCmc HISTORY: 19^^7—10 largemouth hass, 100 hluegills, all 
fingerlinga 
iglj-g—JO largemouth "bass, 700 "bluegills, all fingerlings 
1950—Experimental stocking of lU yearling "bass 
MAHAfiEMEHT: Hone 
IH3PBCTI0HS: July 12, 1950—^Large numbers of three-inch Ijluegills 
July 30, 1951—^undant four-inch and five-inch "bluegills 
POHJLATIOH ESTIMAilESj Hot made 
REMARKS; 1950—Water low, roily, used continuously by 100 geese 
1951—Water low, roily, used continuously "by 250 geese 
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Pond 25 Data 
HAHH!: James Holland 
LOOATIOH; Section 11 3?751ir E21W Harion County, Iowa 
SIZE; 0.6 acre 
GSOUUD COVER OH LAJ© DEAIHEDJ 20 to 50 percent in row crops throu^ 
the years igM^S to 1951 
SHALlOtf l^ATER TBGEIATIOK: Mature willows along the dam side, inach 
Scitpus atrovlrena at upper end 
STOOKIHG HISTORY: 19lj2—25 bullheads 
19l^.3_«20 largemouth bass, ISO bluegills, all fingerlings 
A few small bullheads from the nearby creeks were added 
from time to time by the farm family 
MAMGEICSHI; Fenced from livestock 
Willow trees on the dam cut down in 1951 
HTSEBCTIOHS; July 19^7 —Hewly hatched young-of-year bluegills 
July, igll-g'^—Young-of-year bass, young-of-year bluegill 
June 2g, 19l(-9—Abundant young-of-year bass, adult bluegills 
June 15, 1950—^Young-of-year bass; abundant three-inch to 
six-inch bass 
June, I95I—^Abundant young-of-year bass, few young-of-year 
bluegills 
Augast 29, 1951~2?wo-inch young-of-year bass, one-inch young-
of-year bluegills; 1 five-inch bass; water brown with plankton 
algae 
POHJLAIIOH ESTIMAOISSs 19^7^"'"®®'''i®8'te by marking and recapture with 
seine of 100 bass, SlU bluegills, totaling JO^t pounds 
\allace 1. Anderson. I9H7. Manuscript data, on file, Iowa 
Cooperative Fisheries Research Unit, 
2 
Kenneth D. Carlander. I9US. Manuscript data, on file, Iowa 
Cooperative Fisheries Research Unit, 
Kenneth D. Carlander. 19^7* A preliminary report on the fish 
populations of some farm pondsin Marion County, Iowa. 2 pp. manuscript, 
on file, Iowa Cooperative Fisheries Research Unit. 
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Pond 25 Data (continued) 
POPUIATIOU ESTIMATES; 19^^—Estimate "by marking and recapture with 
seine of 5^ "bass, 3^3 bluegills 
June 16, 1950—Estimates by marking and recapture with seine 
of J+93 bass, 197 bluegills 
July 22, 1950—Estimates by marking and recovery with seine 
of 39^ bass, 70 bluegills, for a total of H7.7 pounds 
August 16, 1950—Estimates by recovery with seine of 590 
bass, 17 bluegills 
REMAHB3; A partial winterkill reported by farmer for the winter 
of 1950-1951 
Bass of the 19U9 year class averaged 2,35 inches long on 
June 2g of that year, 2,90 inches long on July 12. 
Fishing was very poor daring 19^9-1951 
Study of scales from fish taken in 1950 showed the 19^» 
19^7 aai 19^9 year classes of bass were successful 
1 
Reynold A. Fredin. 1950. Fish population estimates in small 
ponds using the marking and recovery technique, I, S. C. Jotir. 
Science 
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Pond 26 Data 
HAME: Joe M. Johnston 
LOCilTIOK: NWl/54- Section 17 TTSh R20W Marion County, Iowa 
SIZE; 0.75 acre 
GEOIMD COVER OK LAITO DHAIIED: Bluegrasspasture 
SHm.0^? ¥ATSR VEGETATION; Hone 
STOOmG HISTORY: lSkS-^3S largemouth bass, 380 bluegills, all 
fingerlings 
MMAfiEMMT; Fenced from livestock at water's edge 
INSEECTIOITS; July 9t 1951—Many young-of-^year bass, few young-
of-year bluegills; very many two-inch to three-inch bluegill 
water dark brown with plankton algae 
POPOIAIIOH ESTIMATES; Not made 
miARIS: None 
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Pond 27 Data 
HAMS: Lowell Johnsoo. (Hotxse) 
LOCATION: Sel/l4- Section 12 17% E2W Marion Ootmty, Iowa 
SIZE: 1.0 acre 
aiOCJIlD COYER OH LAOT DEAISSD: 10 percent Eeed canary grass, 10 percent 
timothy, 35 percent orchard, ^  percent row crops 
SHALLOW WATER TEGSlATIOlSr: Heed canary grass 
STOCKBIGr HISTOHYs I9UU—30 largemouth hass, 3OO "bluegills, 50 
black "bullheads, all fingerlings 
1950—38 adult hluegills 
1951—103 young-of-year hluegills 
Fenced from livestock 
IKSPEO51OIIS; July, 19^7^—^Reproduction of hoth "bass and "bluegills 
July 23, 19146!^—Bluegill fry, yearlings and adults 
June 29, 19U9--Toung-of-year bass; two-inch to three-inch 
bluegills 
May 26, 1950—1 eleven-inch black biillhead 
July 11, 1950—Many young-of-year bass 
August, 1950—^Many young-of-year bass, many young-of-year 
bullheads 
• Jane 25, 1951—A. few five-inch btaiheads 
July 31» 1951—^ ^ ew five-inch bullheads 
POPULATION ES!I!Iia.TES: Not mad© 
EEMAP.KS: The June 29, I9lf9 inspection was probably too early to detect 
bluegill fry 
This pond produced nice catches of both bass and bluegills in 
19^-9 
Parmer reported heavy winterkill of bass and bluegills during 
winter of 19^9-1950 
Parmer reported heavy winterkill of bass, bluegills and bull­
heads during winter of 1950-1951 
Wallace L. Anderson. 19^7* Manuscript data, on file, Iowa 
Cooperative fisheries Research Unit, 
Kenneth 3). Carlander. 19^. Manuscript data, on file, Iowa 
Cooperative Pisheries Research Unit. 
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Pond 2S Data 
KMffl: Lowell Johnson (North) 
LOCATION: NBl/U Section 12 Tlkll R20¥ Marion County, Iowa 
SIZE: 0.6 acre 
GEOUND CQ-m. OK LAND DSAIHED: Crops in rotation 
SHALLOW WAEER YIG-EIAIION: Eeed canary grass, some cattails in 
19^9» raany cattails in 1951 
STOCKING HISTOET: 19l|l4~25 largemouth bass, 350 bluegills, 10 
crappies, all fingerlings 
MANAGEECENT: Penced from livestock 
mSESCTIOlTS; July, 19^7^—"Pond is in balance with reproduction 
of both bass ^ d bluegills," 
July 23, 19Ug^—"Bass and bluegill fry, bluegill yearlings 
and adults" 
June 29, 19^9—^^oung-of-year bass, young-of-year bluegills, 
yearling and adult bluegills 
July 11, 1950—Young-of-year bass, young-of-year bluegills; 
five-inch bass, two-inch and three-inch bluegills; water 
brown with plankton algae 
June 25, 1951—Abundant young-of-year bluegills 
July St 1951—Abundant young-of-year bass, 1 young-of-year 
bluegill; water brown with plankton algae 
July 30, 1951—Abxmdant young-of-year bass; water brown in 
color 
August 30» 1951—Many young-of-year bass; water brown in color 
POFDLATION ESTIMATES; June 29-July 1, 19i|-9—Estimate by marking 
and recovery with seine, hoopnets and wiretraps of 315 
bluegills. 
EEMAEKS; None 
Wallace L. Anderson. 19^7* Manuscript data, on file, Iowa 
Cooperative fisheries Eesearch Unit. 
2 
Kenneth D. Carlander. 19^* Manuscript data, on file, Iowa 
Cooperative Fisheries Eesearch Unit, 
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Pond 29 Data 
KAME; Lowell Johnson (South) 
LOCATIOH: SEl/U Section 12 R20W Marion County, Iowa 
SIZE: 0.3 acre 
GROUHD COVER OK LAHD DSAIKEID: Tall weeds and miscellaneous grasses 
SHALLOW WAEER VEGETA3?I01T: Kone 
STOCKIBG HISTORY: 19^3~-lsargeiaouth bass, bluegills, bullheads, 
exact numbers unknown 
1914.6—20 largemouth bass fingerlings 
191+g—After rotenone treatment restocked with 37 largemouth 
bass, 370 bluegills, all fingerlings. 
KAKAGEMEKT: October I9HS—Treated with rotenone to eliminate rTI 
fish, then restocked 
Pond not available to livestock 
IHSPECTIOIS: July IS, 19^7^~Young-of-year bluegills 
July 1, 19U9—Young-of-year bluegills; five-inch bluegills 
July 11, 1950—Toung-of-year bass, young-of-year bluegills; 
two-inch to three-inch bluegills; water muddy with clay 
June 26, 1951—3 yoxing-of-year bass, many young-of-year 
bluegills, 1 ei^t-inch bass; water muddy with clay 
2 
POFOLATIOII ESTIMAIES: August 19^7 —Estimate by marking and 
recapture with seine of 567 bluegills, 1,352 black bullheads, 
182 black crappies, 77 golden shiners, for a total of 329 
pounds 
REMARKS: 1951—Examination of scales from the 1 bass measuring 
8,6 inches indicated that it was of the 1950 year class 
1 
Wallace L, Anderson. 19^7» Manuscript data, on file, 
Iowa Cooperative fisheries Research Unit, 
2 
Kenneth D. Carlander. 19^7* -A- preliminary report on the 
fish populations of some farm ponds in Marion CouJity, Iowa. 2 pp. 
manuscript, on file, Iowa Cooperative fisheries Research Unit. 
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Pond 30 Data 
E/UCBt Lowell Johnson (West) 
LOC^lQITs SBl/U Section 12 (PyUil R20W Marion County, Iowa 
SIZE; 0.3 acre 
(SOCraiD COTSl 01' LAED ISAIKED: Bluegrass in igij-g and 1950, contoured 
corn in part in 1951. 
SHALLOW WAIER VEGEDAIIOH: Eeed canary grass and willow sprouts 
SlOOiairfl HISIOBY; 19^3—60 largemouth bass, 50O bluegills, 100 
bullheads, all fingerliiags 
19U6~iiO largemouth bass fingerlings stocked after fishing 
failed to reveal aiy bass 
July, 1950—23 yearling bass 
MAtTA&EMSUn?: igHS—Approxiiaately 30 potmds of black b\illheads 
removed by seine 
1949—^Approximately 50 pounds of black bullheads removed 
by seine 
1950—23 yearling bass added when inspection with seine 
did not reveal any bass 
IKSPECTIOIS; July IS, 19^7^—Very many young-of-year bass, yoong-
of-year bluegills 
July 23, 19^ —Young-of-year bullheads 
Jttly 13. 19^9—Young-of-year bass; 1 adult bass, adult 
bluegills, adult bullheads, 2 unidentified minnows 
July 11, 1950—Young-of-year bluegills; yearling bluegills, 
adult bluegills, adult bullheads 
July 30, 1951—Young-of-year bass, 3 yoving-of-year bluegills; 
2 four-inch bullheads; water gray with suspended clay 
August 30, 1951—Young-of-year bass, young-of-year bluegills; 
1 four-inch bullhead; water level low, water colored brown 
with plankton algae 
Wallace L, Anderson. I9I17, Manuscript data, on file, Iowa 
Cooperative Fisheries Research Unit, 
2 
Kenneth D, Carlander. 1943. Manuscript data, on file, Iowa 
Cooperative Fisheries Research Unit. 
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Pond 30 Data (continued) 
POPDIATIOH ESTIMATES: August, 19^7 —Sstimate ty marking athI 
recapture with seine of 6g2 bluegills, 253 bullheads, for 
a total of 220 pouads 
May 2S, 195O—Estimate by marking and recapture with seine 
of 117 bluegills, 50 bullheads, 1 large bass 
July 11, I95O—Estimate by recapture with seine of 101 to 
108 bluegills, bullheads, 1 large bass 
July 12, 1950—Estimate by marking and recovery with seine 
of SI to 172 bluegills, 6l bullheads 
August IS, 1950—Estimate by recovery with seine of 9^ to 
135 bluegills, H9 to 75 bTillheads 
HEMAR23; Apparently a large share of both bass and bluegills 
winterkilled 19^^9-1950 
Study of scales of fish taken in 1950 ^owed the presence 
of the 19^ year class of bass and the I9U7 and 19i|-9 year 
classes of bluegills 
Kenneth D. Carlander. 19^7* preliminary report on the 
fish populations of some farm ponds in Marion County, Iowa. 2 pp 
manuscript, on file, Iowa Cooperative fisheries Research Unit. 
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Pond 31 Data 
HAME; Wortix Kenny 
lOCATIOU; mn/k Section k lyllN E20¥ Marion County, Iowa 
SIZE: 0,3 acre 
GR0U13D OOYIR ON LMD mAIISD: JO percent bluegrass pasture, 30 
percent row crops 
SHALLOW WATER VSfflBTATIOU; ifone 
STOOKIHG- HISIORY: 191^9—16 largemouth 'bass, 16O liluegills, all 
fingerlings 
MANAGEEOTT; Hone 
XHSESCf 10113} July 13. 1951—-Very attindant minnows, veiry abundant 
crayfish and salamander larvae; water colored "brown with 
clay 
POFOLATION ESTIMATES; Hot made 
EEMARKS; Water level reported to have been very low during winter 
of 1950-1951 
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Pond 32 Data 
HAME; Clarence King (House) 
LOCATION: IIEl/4 Section 2H E20W Harion County, Iowa 
SIZS: 0.1 acre 
GROUND COVER OH LAND IXBAIIED: Row crops 
SHALLCTf WATSR VEGETATION: None 
STOCKING HISTORY; 19^3—30 largemouth bass, 200 iJluegills, all 
fingerlings 
I9US—17 largemouth bass fingerlings 
MANAGEMENT: Penced from livestock 
INSPECTIONS; July 12, 1950—Young-of-year bullheads, 1 two-inch 
bluegill; pond mad<iy with silt 
POPULATION ESTIMATES: Not made 
KSMARKS; None 
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Pond 33 Data 
HAME: Clarence Eing (South) 
LOCATION: HEl/^ Section 2U 9?7^^ E20W Marion County, Iowa 
SIZE; 0.7 acre 
GEOTJHD COVSR OH LAITO BRAIIIllD: 50 percent row crops, 50 percent 
"bluegrass, "brome and cord-gras (Spartlna) 
SHALLOW WAIER TlGETAIIOHj Uone 
SIOCKHTG HISTORY: I9I+2—150 "bluegills, 200 bvillheads, size 
union own 
I9U6—30 largemouth bass, 300 bluegills, all fingerlings 
MAHAG-EMMT: fenced from livestock 
IKSEECTIOIS; 19^8^—Bight-inch to nine-inch bass, adult bluegills 
July 12, 1950—Young-of-year bass, young-of-year bluegills, 
young-of-year -bullheads, two-inch bluegills; water low and 
muddy 
June 29, 1951—Young-of-year bass, young-of-year bluegills; 
two-inch and larger bluegills; water roily with silt 
August 30, 1951—Young-of-year bass, young-of-year bluegills, 
four-inch and larger bluegills; water low and colored gray 
with clay 
POPDLATIOir ESTIMATES: Hot made 
EEMARKS; Study of scales from fish taken in 1950 showed presence 
of 19U6 year class of bass and the 19^+71 19^, 19^ year 
classes of bluegills. 
Inspection made by Soil Conservation District personnel. 
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Pond 3^ Data 
lilAMS: Asa Mann 
lOCAIIOI*. Sll/U Section 32 5751T R20^ Marion County, Iowa 
SIZE: 0.3 acre 
GROUND COYSa ON LAND DRAIHID; Sparce Tjluegrass 
SHALLOW WATER VB&ETATION; Some Potamogeton nodosus Poiret 
STOCmG HISTOHY; 19^9—37 largemouth bass. 237 bluegills, all 
fingerlings 
MAEIAiffBHMT; Fenced from livestock 
INSPECTIONS: July I3, 1951—Some young-of-year bass, abundant 
young-of-year bluegills; 1 two-inch bluegill, some larger 
bluegills, 1 eight-inch bass; water colored gray with mud 
August 30, 1951—Few young-of-year bass, abundant young-of-
year bluegills; few two-inch bluegills; water brown with 
clay 
POPULATION ESTaMAHES; Hot made 
BEtlfiHZS: None 
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Pond 35 Data 
K&HE: Clyde Milner 
LOCATIOI: mi/k Section 9 T76H E2ow Marion County, Iowa 
SIZE: O.U acre 
GEOUHD C0V2E OIT LAHD DEAilED; 30 percent 'bluegrass pasture, 
fO percent row crops 
SHALLOW WATER TOGEOIAliriOJI: None 
SIOCKTUGr HIS2CIH.Y: 19^7—SO largemouth bass, gOO bluegills, all 
fingerlings 
19^9—^ largemouth bass fingerlings 
MASrAGSMEIT; None 
INSPECTIONS: J\me 23, 19^9~'-2?wo-inch. and larger bluegills; many 
tadpoles 
August 9» 1950—^Larval tiger salamanders; water low and muddy 
POPULATION ESTIMATES; Not made 
BEMARKS; Pond leaked water badly from the time it was built 
Apparently winterkilled prior to I9U9; did winterkill 
19%-1950 
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Pond 36 Data 
ITAME; Emory Morkert 
LOCATIOHs SEl/U Section ^ 1 E20W Marion County, Iowa 
SIZE; 0.2 acre 
CSEIOUHD 007SR OU LAUD DHAIHED; 25 percent in row crops, rest in 
farm yard and Tiluegrass 
SHALLOIf WAOSUR VEG-ETATIOH: Cattails, some P^t^ogeton nodosus, 
some Aliama 8ul:>cordattmi 
STOCEIUGr HISTOiRY; I9H6—30 largemouth "bass, 300 l)luegills, all 
fingerlings 
14MA&EMMT: Hone 
INSPECT IONS; Jiily 11, 19U9~Many crayfish, many larval tiger 
salamanders 
POPULATIOH ESTIMAEES: Hot made 
SEEIAHZS: None 
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Pond 37 Data 
NAME: Leo Murphy 
LOOMSIGE: SEl/U Section 2o TJSe R20W Marion County. Iowa 
SIZE; 0.3 acre 
GrHOUHD COVER OlST LMD DEillilED: Permanent "bluegrass pasture 
SHAIXOW WAIDER 72GETATI0H: Hone 
STOCKING- HISTOHY: 19^7—Largemouth hass and "bluegills, rates of 
stocking and size of fish maknown 
19^9—50 largemouth bass fingerlings 
MMAGMiiUT; Fenced from livestock 
INSESCTIOHS; Jxily 12, 19^9—"^onag-of-year bluegills; many t\*o-
inch Euid larger bluegills 
July St 1951—Abundant young-of-year bass, fev? large blue­
gills 
August 29, 1951—^Abundant young-of-year bass; pond full, 
brovna with plankton algae 
POPDLATIOH ESTIMATES: August 3, I95I—Estimate by marking and 
recovery with seine of 50 bluegills 
BMAH2S: Partial winterkill of both bass and bluegills reported 
for \/inter of 1950-1951 
Study of scales of fish taken in 1951 showed that some 
members of 1951 year class of bass had reached a length 
of U.6 inches by August 29 
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Pond 3S Data 
NAME: Worth EanldLa 
IIOCATIOH} SSl/h Section 7 'SISm E20¥ Marion County, Iowa 
SIZE; 0.5 acre 
GROtJUD OOTER OH LAHD EEAIHED: 80 percent bluegrass pastiire 
20 percent row crops ' 
SHAIIiCW WMSE TBSBTATIOir; Some cattails, considerable Potaaoseton 
and Saggitaria 
STGOZIjJCr HI3T0HT: 19IA—2o largemouth "bass, 250 bluegills, 35 
"bullheads; all fingerlings 
MAITA&SMEHT: Hone 
IHSPECTIQjJS: July 11, 19U9-~Some young-of-year bass, many young-
of-year bluegills; two-inch bluegills 
POPULATIOH ESIIM&.TES: Hot made 
SEMABIS: Hone 
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Pond 39 Data 
HAME: Arlan Bees 
lOCATIOH: SBl/U Section 6 S20W Marion Oounty, Iowa 
SI23; 0.3 acre 
GROTMD COVia OET LAHD ERAIIHD: Bluegrass pasture 
SHAllOI^ ¥ATER TOGETATIOIT: None 
STOCEIUG- HISTORY: 19^^^—15 largemouth. bass, I50 bltiegills, 20 
bullheads, all fingerlings 
MMA&SMMT; Hone 
mSPEOTIOHS: July 11, 19U9—Many very small bullheads; water 
low and very muddy 
POHJLATIOH ssmwmst Not made 
HSECAHKB; Drainage area judged inadequate to fill pond 
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Pond Ho Data 
NAME: Harvey Hees 
LOOAIION; HBl/M> Section 5 R20W Marion County, Iowa 
SIZE: O.U acre 
GffiOTJND C07BR OH LAHD DRAINED: 19^9*"—^luegrass pasture 
1951—Sow crops 
SHALLOW WAEES WQlSSJiSIGSi Some young willoww 
STOCEIKG HISTORY: 19^5—2o largemouth bass, I50 bluegills, 
10 bullheads, all fingerlings 
I9H9—20 bass fingerlings 
1950—Some catfish added by the farmer 
MAtJAGrEf'iEUT; Fenced from livestock 
HTSPEOIIOHS; July 11, 19^9—^Many young-of-year bullheads; two-
inch and larger bluegills; vmter very muddy 
July 9> 1951—Some young-of-year bullheads; some adxilt 
black bullheads; vmter colored brown with suspended clay 
POPULAIIOI ESTIMA!EBS: Not made 
REMARKS; Apparently winterkill occurred 19H9-I950 or 1950-I95I 
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Pond ^1 Data 
HAME; Eoorda Brothers 
LOCATION; SWl/H Section 33 TJJN ElOT Marion County, Iowa 
SIZS; 0.6 acre 
GStOUHD COVSR CttT LAUD IHAIISBD: JO percent in "bluegrass pasture, 
30 percent in row crops 
SEmm WAm TEGETAIIOH: none 
STOCXDTG HISICET; 19^^1—20 largemouth bass, 250 bluegills, 35 
btxllheads, all fingerlings 
X9U9—35 largemouth bass, 350 bluegills, all fingerlings 
MAUAGIMMT; Treated with rotenone in 19^4-9 smd restocked 
Fenced froa livestock 
lUSEECTIOlTSj August I5, 19^9—Very many black bullheads of all 
sizes 
August 9, 1950—Young-of-year bluegills; yearling bluegills 
four to five inches long 
POHJIiATIOM ESTII-IAIPES; August 16, 19^9"'~EBtiinates by marking and 
recapture with seine of 3»222 to 3»362 black bullheads 
August 17, 19^9—^Sstimatea by recapture with seine of 8 J S  
to 1,16s bluegills 
August IS, 19%—Estimate by recovery following rotenone 
treatment of 3,373 bullheads, for a total of 173 pounds 
HEMARES: This pond showed successful reproduction of bass and 
bluegills in 1952, and furnished excellent fishing that year. 
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Pond Us Data 
HAME: Walter Schneider 
LOCAIIOU: mi/k Section I9 TJ^IT EHlW Marion County, Iowa 
SIZ3; 2,0 acres 
(SIGUITD COYSa OH LA33D laAIESD; 50 percent row crops, 50 percent 
waste land and grassed waterways 
SHALLOW WATER VBGISPATIOir: Some cattails, much Potamogeton 
STOCEtlTQ- HISiTQRY: Original stocking, date unknown, consisted of 
green smxfish, white crappies, black bullheads 
194S~100 largemouth bass, 1000 bluegills, all fingerlings 
MA1TAS3MEHT: Open to public fishing and swimming 
INSPECTIOSrS: July 12, I95O—Toting-of-year crappies; two-inch 
to three-inch bluegills, fire-inch crappies; water somewhat 
JHuddy 
JT^y 30, 1951—Young-of-yeax bluegills; four-inch bluegills. 
five-Inch crappies; water clear 
August 28, 1951~Young-of-year bass, few young-of-year 
bluegills; adult minnows, four-inch bluegills, 1 four-inch 
black bullhead; water colored brown with algae 
POPOLATIOH ESTIIiiaiSS: Hot made 
REMARKS: Bullheads were being caught by fishermen in I950 but 
were not captured by the inspection seine. Seining for 
population estimates was prevented by presence of tree 
stvunps and other debris. 
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Pond ^ 3 Data 
NAME; L. 0. (John) Shiwers 
LOCATIOH; Wl/k Section 7 175^ E2o¥ Marion County, Iowa 
SIZE; 0.2 acre 
ffiOUHD COVER OH LAKD BRAINED; S5 percent pastured "birds-foot 
trefoil, 15 percent "bare ground of roadbed 
SHALLOW WATER VECJETATIOH; Sone cattails, some Sclrpas 
SfOCKING HISTOKT; I9U6—50 l^gemouth bass, 200 bluegills, all 
fingerlings 
I9HS—Some "bullheads stocked "by neighbor boy 
1514.5—50 bass fingerlings added in July after inspection 
showed many small bluegills and bullheads 
yiMMxMWT: Hone, pond open to sheep 
INSEBOTIOHS; June 29, 19U9'~-Two-inch and larger bluegills, five-
inch bullheads 
July 7f 19^9—2 nine-inch bass, many two-inch to three-inch 
bluegills, very many five-inch bullheads 
July IS, 1950—Toung-of-year bluegills; nine-inch bass, 
three-inch bluegills 
June 27, 1951—1 yoting-of-year bass; 4 five-inch bluegills; 
water colored gray with clay 
August 29, 1951—Young-of-year bass, young-of-year bluegills; 
five-inch bluegills; water colored gray with clay 
POPOLATIOIT ESTIMIBS; July 2o, 195O—Estimate by marking and 
recovery by seine of IS "bluegills, 5I bullheads, 7 bass 
EEI'IAPJCS; Study of scales from fish taken in 1950 showed 19^7» 
19^9 and 1950 year classes of bass suid the 19^7* 19^+8 and 
19^9 year "classes bluegills present. 
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Pond Data 
KAMB; Ralph Shiwers 
LOCAIIOH: MI/H Section 6 ITTSH H205r Marion County, Iowa 
SIZE: O.H acre 
(rHOUlO) COVSR OH LAM) DRAIHEn); Permanent "bluegrass pasture 
SHALLOW WA5ER VSGETATIOU! Much cattail, very much Potaaogeton 
nodosus and Potamogeton foliosus 
STOCEDTGr HI3T0E.T: 19^5—35 largeaouth bass, 350 bluegills; all 
finger lings 
MAHASBiCEIErT; fenced from livestock 
19^9—Partial removal of emergent vegetation 
INSPEGTIOIS: 19^7^—Successful reproduction of both bass and 
bluegills 
June 29, 1949--Young-of-year bass, yoting-of-year bluegills, 
two-inch and larger bluegills 
June 28, 1951—Young-of-year bass, yotmg-of-year bluegills; 
ttifo-inch and larger bluegills; water very clear 
August 22, 1951—Young-of-year bass, young-of-year blue­
gills; water clear 
POPULAiPIOlir ESTIiSiAESSj 1950—Not made, because of heavy vegetation 
1951—Estimates by marking and recovery with traps of 1,S02 
bluegills, for a total of I76 pounds 
EEI-IASKS; August 23, 1951~Nine man-hours of fishing effort 
captijred 69 bluegills, for 7 2/3 fish per man-hour 
Study of scales from fish taken August 28, I95I showed that 
bass between three inches and seven inches long were 
1951 yo\ing-of-year 
a 
Inspection made by Soil Conservation District personnel. 
-X35-
Pond U5 Data 
NAME; Doney Smith 
LOCATION; m i f k  Section 23 T75H E20W Marion County, Iowa 
SIZE: 0.3 acre 
GEOUISD COTM OK MHD DEAKIED: Bluegrass pasture 
SHAIIiOW WATER TSGETATIOHj Outgrass (Leersia), Potaaogeton 
STOCmG HISTOHY: 1935—Unknown numbers of largemouth bass and 
bluegill fry 
19115—Some fish, unknown as to kind, size, suid number, 
stocked from an adjoining pond after partial winterkill 
during 19HU-I9H5 
MAHAGrEIfflSrT; Fenced from livestoclc 
Parmer has always restricted personal and public fishing 
to "save" the fish 
ISrSHlCTIONS; 1950—Young-of~year bass, young-of-year bluegills 
were visible from shore 
July 11, 1951—^Young-of-year bass, young-of-year bluegills; 
some two-inch and larger bluegills; pond full, water dark 
bro^ra with plankton algae 
August 29, 1951—Young-of-year bass, young-of-year blue­
gills; some two-inch and larger bluegills; water brown 
in color with plankton algae 
POPDLATIOK ESTBIAOIEIS; July I3, 1951—^Estimate by marking and recov­
ery with seine of SOO bluegills for a total of fl pounds of 
bluegills and 11 pounds of bass 
EEMABJKS; Study of scales from fish taken in 1950 and 1951 showed 
the presence of the 19^7» 19^t 19^9» 1950 and 1951 year 
classes of bass 
This pond reportedly produced bluegills up to 11 inches 
long during the years 19^6 and earlier 
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Poad 46 Data 
]3!AHE: Sari Smith 
LOCATIOIT; Sm/k Section 15 TjUH H20W Marion County, Iowa 
SIZE; 0.1 acre 
GcRCOTD COVES OH LMD DEilSED: Timber and Tjluegrass 
SHAILOW WAm 7SGE5ATI01J: None 
STOCKING HISiTOET: 19142—75 bullheads, size unknown 
iglA—10 largemouth bass, 100 bluegills, all fingerlings 
I9US—15 largemouth bass, all fingerlings 
MAITA&EECMT: Hone 
INSPEOITIOHS; 19^8^—Young-of-year bluegills 
July lU, 1950—!Pwelve-inch bass, two-inch and larger bluegills; 
water muddy with clay-
July 19, 1950—^Young-of-year bullheads; two-inch and larger 
bluegills, adult black bullheads; water muddy with clay 
June 26, 1951—5Pwo-inch and larger bluegills, four-inch 
black bullheads; water muddy with clay 
POPULAIPIOH ESTIMA3JES: July 21, 1950—Estimates by marking and 
recovery with seine of 71 "to 7^ bluegills, gi}- to 99 black 
bullheads, 1 bass, for a total of IJ to I9 pounds 
HEIiARKS; Study of scales from a 13.5 inch bass taken July lU, 
1950, showed the bass was of the I9I+6 year class 
SI 
Inspection made by Soil Conservation District personnel 
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Pond hj Data 
HAIO!: Worth. Smitli 
lOOATIOH: mi/k Section 20 175U E2oW Marion County, Iowa 
SIZE: 0.25 acre 
COVilS Oisr LAITD DRAIUEDj 50 percent mixed weeds and grasses 
50 percent row crops 
SHAILOW WAm VEG-ETATIOIt None 
STOOKIHG HISIC21Y: IS'^—25 largemouth. "bass, 190 "bluegills, 
15 bullheads, all fingerlings 
MAlTAGrEMiaJT; Fenced from livestock 
DTSiSCIIOHS: July 11, 19^9—2 young-of-year Tjluegills, three-
inch black bullheads, one tinidentified minnow; water very 
muddy 
jTine 29, 1951—2*6" four-inch bullheads, 1 three-inch minnow 
water very muddy with clay 
POHJLATIOT BSTmiES: Hot made 
ESMAS.KS: farmer reported catching some bluegills in 1950 
-13S-
Pond HS Data 
NAMES: E. G-. Steehoek 
L00A2II0N: SEl/4 Section 22 T76N RISW Marion County, Iowa 
SIZE: 0.3 acre 
GEOinn) COVER, OSr land drained; 20 percent bluegrass, 80 percent 
row crops 
SHALLOW WAUR VIGITATION: None 
STOCKING HISKmY: 19141^—30 largemouth bass, 300 bluegills, 
it-0 btillheads, all fingerlings 
MANAGEMENT: None 
INSPECTIONS; July I3, 19%—Many two-inch to three-inch bluegills 
POPULATION ESTIMATES: Not made 
EEMAEKS; None 
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Pond Data 
KAMS: Burt Sbvensoix 
LOCATION"; S^l/H Section l4 TJCN R20W Marion County, lov/a 
SIZE; 0,3 acre 
GEOUiro COVER OH LAHD DEAIHED; SO percent "bluegrasa, 20 percent 
row crops 
SHALLOV; WATER TEG-ETATIOU; Hone 
STOCECHG HISTORY; 19^U—.20 largemouth bass, 250 bluegills, 35 
bullheads, all fingerlings 
19^7—30 largemouth bass, 300 bluegills, all fingerlings 
1950—15 largemouth bass yearlings 
MMAG-El'IMT: None 
IHSPECTIOES; 19^6^—Only bluegills and bullheads present when 
pondcrained to repair dam 
Jxily 13, 19^9—four-inch bluegills; water muddy 
1950—^Young-of-year bullheads; four-inch bluegills, four-
inch black bullheads; water low and iiniddy 
Jtily 31» 1951—1 young-of-year bullhead; many insects and 
frogs; water very muddy with cl^ 
POPOIiATIOH ESTIMATES; Hot mad© 
REMARK; Hone 
a 
Inspection made by Soil Conservation District personnel. 
-lUo-
Pond 50 Data 
NAME; Dave Stittsworth 
LOCATIOIs SWl/U Section 23 TiSlJ R20W Marion County, Iowa 
SIZl: O.U acre 
GSCOMD COVHR OH L&HD DEiAIHED; SO percent in bluegrass, 20 
percent in row crops 
SHAIiO*!"! VIAIESR VEG-STAJEIOHs Willows, cottonwoods and some Potanogeton 
nodosus 
STOCEIUG- HISTORY; 19^+5—25 largemouth, bass, I90 bluegills, 15 
bullheads; all fingerlings 
KAUAGEMMT; Fenced from livestock 
INSPBCIIOITS; Young-of-year bass, youi^-of-year bluegills 
July 13, 191^9—^Young-of-year bluegills; adult bluegills; 
water muddy 
POFUIATIOIT ESTIMATES; Uot made 
HEMAHZS; None 
a 
Inspection made by Soil Conservation District personnel. 
-ikl-
Pond 51 Data 
NAME: Sam Trent 
LOCAIIOlSr: SEl/U Section 32 TjUlir E21W Marion County, Iowa 
SIZS: 0*8 acre 
G-ROUiro COYER OK ILAUD ERADJED: Contoured and terraced crops 
(19^9-Oats, 1950 and 1951-red clover) 
SHALLOW WATER VIGETATIOK; Some cattails, sone Potamogeton 
nodosus, some Potamogeton foliosue 
STOCZIHG HISTORY: I9U7—25 largemouth bass, 250 bluegills, all 
fingerlings 
MANAGEMEETT: Kot fenced from livestock in I9H9 but so fenced 
in 1950 and 1951 
IlTSiECriOlIS: July 11, 19^9—^loung-of-year bluegills; two-inch 
and larger bluegills, ten-inch bass, 1 large black bull­
head 
June 13, 1950—Young-of-year bluegills; eleven-inch bass, 
four-inch and larger bluegills 
June 27, 1951—Very abxindant young-of-year bass; two-inch 
bluegills, 1 five-inch bluegill 
August 28, 1951—^Young-of-year bass three to five inches 
long; two-inch to three-inch bluegills; tremendous ntuabers 
of bullfrog tadpoles; water brown with plankton algae 
POHJLATIOH ESTIMATES: June 15, 1950—Estimates by marking and 
recovery with seine of 873 bluegills, 56 bass, 18 btillheads 
August 19, 1950—Estimate by marking and recovery with seine 
of S92 bluegills 
EEMAR:^; Study of scales of fish taken in 1950 and 1951 shovred 
the 19^7» 19^9 1951 year classes of bass present; the 
19^7» 19^t 19^9 and 1950 year classes of bluegills present 
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Pond 52 Data 
HAME; Louis Van Hoekel 
LOCATION: SEI/4 Section 9 VJS HI9W Marion County, Iowa 
SIZE: 0.3 acre 
GROUIID COVIR 01 LMD DHAIIBD: Permanent grass 
^ SHALLOW WAIER VSGiETATIOH; Some cattails, some willows 
STOCKIKG HISITORY; I9U6—75 la3^geInouth bass, 225 tluegills, all 
fingerlings 
MAIIA&EMEITT: None 
dSiECTIOMSJ August 9» 1950—2 young-of-year bass, young-of-
year "bluegills; Wo-indi bluegills, 1 ten-inch bass; 
water low and clear 
POPULATIOI ESTIMAQES; Not made 
BEMAP.KS: None 
-11^3-
Pond 53 Data 
ITAMB; Henry Yan Steenwyk 
LOCATION: HWl/lt Section 27 t75N R20W Marion Cotinty, Iowa 
SIZE; O.U acre 
GROUiTD COVEB. ON LAjffi DRAINHD; Bluegrass pastiare 
SHAILOW WATER VEGETATIOIT: None 
STOCZINGr HISTORY; I9US—Ho largemouth tass, UOO 'bluegills, all 
fingerlings 
MAHAGSMEHT: None 
INSPECTIONS; July 2l, 1950—Two-inch, and larger bluegills; 
water muddy 
P0PULA3?I0N ESTIMATES: Hot made 
REMARKS; Hone 
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Pond 5^ Data 
HAMB: Lloyd Van Zante 
LOCATION: KEl/i^ Section 36 T7611 EISW Marion County, Iowa 
SIZE; 0.3 acre 
GROUmi COVER Oil LAUD ERAIIED: Permanent bluegrass 
SHALL0V7 WAJESR VEGEIATIOll; 50 percent of shallow water in 
cattails 
STOCKH& HISTORY; 19^9—3.5 largeaoutk bass and I50 bluegills, 
all fingerlings, after rotenone treatment 
MMAGEMEUT; Treated with rotenone in 19ll-9 to eliminate popula­
tion of black bullheads 
mSPBOTIOHS; August 9, I95O—Young-of-year bullheads; yearling 
bluegills five-inches long, adult bullheads 
August 2, 1951—^Young-of-year bass, young-of-year bluegills; 
two-inch bluegills, 1 ten-inch bass, 1 five-inch bluegill; 
pond full, water muddy 
PORJLATIOI ESTIMATES; Hot made 
REMARKS; Rotenone treatment did not eliminate the black bullheads 
-1^5-
Pond 55 Data 
ISIAME: Walter Ton Zosimeron 
LOCAIIOK: m/U Section 35 3)77^ ElgW Marion CkJTinty, Iowa 
SIZE: O.U acre 
GRCOTD COVM OH LAISTD DEAIHEDj 90 percent 'bluegrass, 10 percent 
contoured row crops 
SHAILO¥ WATES. VEGE!EAIION: None 
SiEOCmG HISTOET; 19it6~lK) bluegills, ^400 Imllheads, all fingerlings 
19^7-'~60 largemouth. bass fiaagerlinga 
1950—6o lapgeaouth tass, 600 "bluegills, all fingerlixigs 
MAMCrlS'lMT: Fenced from livestock; treated with rotenone in 
I9U9 and again in 1950 to eliminate black bullheads 
IHSIECIIOIS: August S* 1950—Yoxing-of-year bullheacls 
July 31» 1951—Young-of-year bluegills, yearling bluegills 
five inches long; water brown with plankton algae; farmer 
report of seeing bass yearlings 
October 11, 1951—Very numerous 3/^ inch bluegills visible 
along shore 
POHJMIION ESTIMA3JES: iagust 1U-16, I950—506 black bullheads 
weighing 127.8 pounds recovered after rotenone treatment 
EBMAR2S: Farmer report for 195^ indicated that both bass and 
bluegills spawned successfully during the summer 
Pond 56 Data 
KAME; Ernest Viers 
lOOAIION; SWl/U Section 29 Tjyir R21¥ Marion County, Iowa 
SIZE: 0.5 acre 
GROUHD com OH" LAUD DRAmED: Bluegrass pasture 
SHALLOW WATER TSGEmnOH: None 
STOCKING HISTORY; I9I+9—15 largemouth bass, I50 bluegills, all 
fingerlings 
MAlIAGBMElirT; Fenced from livestock 
INSPBCTIOE'S: July 12, 1951—ITo fish present; many salamander 
larvae; pond full, %irater dark brovm with plankton algae 
POFDLATION ESTIMATES; Hot made 
REimzS: Hone 
Pond 57 Data 
HAMB; Eaymond Tinson 
lOOlIIOlT: SEl/U Section 30 f751T R20W Marion County, Iowa 
SIZE: 0.3 acre 
GROmra COVER 01 IMD DRAIHID; Bluegrass 
SHALLOW? WAIER VEGETATIOK; Considerable cattails 
SI00KI1T& HISTORY; I9H5—20 largemouth bass, 200 'bluegills, all 
fingerlings 
MAKA!jEMEN2; Fenced from livestock 
INSEECTIOHS: July 12, 195O—Toung-of-year bass, young-of-year 
bluegills; water muddy with, fine clay 
July 30, 1951—Some young-of-year bass, some young-of-year 
bluegills; a few two-inch bluegills; water muddy with fine 
clasy 
POPTJLAIIOK ESTIMATES; Not made 
REMARKS; Study of scales from fish taken in 1950 showed the 
presence of the 19^9 year class of bass, the 19^7» 19^» 
19^9 year classes of bluegills 
-lUS-
Pond 5S Data 
HMIE; Gary Vogelaar 
LOCAJTIOK; S3l/k Section 15 T761I EISW Marion County, Iowa 
SIZE: 0.6 acre 
GEOUHD CO VSR OK LAJID DRAIHED: 50 percent in hay crops, 50 per-
, cent in row crops 
SHALLOW WATER VEGETAiTIOK; Cattails 
STOOKI!H[G HISTORY: Original stocking unknown 
MMAGEl'IEFT; Hone 
IKSPECTIOUS; July 19, 19^ —Young-of-year bass, young-of-year 
bluegills; yearling bass, yearling bluegills; adult green 
STinfish 
August 9, 1950—^Young-of-year bass, young-of-year bluegills; 
t\iro-inch, and larger bluegills, ten-inch bass; pond level 
low and water muddy 
August 30, 1951—^Few young-of-year bass, abundant young-of-
year bluegills; water muddy with gray clay 
POPULAIIOK ESTIMAIES; July 20, igUS^—21+14- bluegills, 9H black 
bullheads, 26 green sunfish, 91 orange-spotted sunfidi, plus 
unestimated bass, crappies, carp and buffalo 
EEMARKS; Pond used as source of bass and bluegills in 19^6, and 
as a source of bass in 19^ 
Kenneth D. Carlander. 19^S. Manuscript data, on file, Iowa 
Cooperative Fisheries Research Unit. 
Pond 59 Data 
HAiffl: E. 1, Woods 
LOCAIPIOII; SWl/U Section U B20W Marion County, Iowa 
SIZE; 0.2 acre 
GEObUD CCVEE OH LAHD ERAIIIED; 50 percent miscellaneous grasses 
and weeds, 50 percent row crops 
SHALLOW WAESR V3GESATI0II; Some cattails, some Potamogeton nodosus 
SIOCm& HISOX)RY; I9U7—10 largemouth bass, 100 bluegills, all 
fingerlings 
July 12, 19H9—30 bass fingerlings 
MAUAGH-IEIIT; None 
lUSPEOTIOI^S; June 30f 19^9—Young-of-year 'bluegills, two-inch 
to three-inch bluegills; nomerous tadpoles, water very 
mudoy with clay 
June 29, 195I—Young-of-year bass, many young-of-year blue-
gills, 6 four-inch bluegills; water dark brown with plankton 
algae 
August 29, 1951—^Young-of-year bass, young-of-year bluegills; 
many bullfrog tadpoles; water brown with planlcton algae 
POPUIAIEIOir ESTIMATIS; Kot made 
EEMARSS: Study of scales of fish taken in 1951 showed the presence 
of the 19^9 year class of bass 
!i!he 19^9 stocking was es^ierimental in nature 
-150-
Pond 60 Data 
NAME: Howard Worthington 
10CAa?I0N; SEl/1^ Section 32 T771 R20W Marion County, Iowa 
SIZE: 0.4 acre 
&ROUin) COVER ON LAUD DHABIBD: Permanent 'bluegjrass pasture 
SHALLOW WAIER VEGBfATIOU; Hone 
STOCKIITO HISIORY: I9UH—20 largemouth bass, 250 bluegills, 
30 bullheads, all fingerlings 
MAiliUTEMEOT: Fenced from livestock, but area inside of fence 
occasionally grazed by sheep 
UTSPBCTIOHS; July 11, 19^9—Newly-hatched young-of-year bluegills; 
two-inch and larger bluegills, 1 eleven-inch bass 
July 9f 1951—^Young-of-year bass, young-of-year bluegills, 
young-of-year b\illheads; water dark brown with plankton 
algae, some blue-green algae present 
August 31» 1951—Water brown with plankton algae 
POPULATION ESTIMA'EBS; July 12, 195I—Estimate by marking and 
recovery with seine of 1,418 bluegills; bass and bullheads 
not estimated 
EEMAEKS: None 
